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Noijwitlhanty

"With Malice toward
OLUME

for AH, and
Number

XIV.

The Conscription

Some Graft

Wheat Growers

Last Saturday many.of our boys
received notice to present themselves at Mora for examination
by the Exemptiqp board of the
County. The notices were a surprise as we had assurance that
the Board would be sent here.
Another puzzle was that the men
notified wereiot in many cases
the men who were understood to
be drawn and in many cases the
numbers were different from
those first issued. Citizens got
busy and wired Governor Lindsey
and in response received a message Monday that the Exemption
Board had been ordered to convene at Roy and arrangements

The two Republican members
of the state boundary commision,
Judge Frank W, Parker and
Eufracio Gallegos, voted a resolution employing Frank W. Clancy
former attorney general, and 0.
A. Larrazolo, of Las Vegas, as
special counsel to act together in
the prosecution of the New
Texas
boundary suit and the
investigation, of the New Mexico
Colorado boundary question, Clancy to receive $10,000 for his service and Larrazolo $7,500.
James G. Fitch, of Socorro, the
Democratic member of the com- mm.
f
mission, Alter the adoption oi
the rsolution employing Larrazolo
as well as Clancy, went to the
executive office and tendered to
Governor Lindsey his resignation
as memberof the boundary commission.
,

The Wortman Bros, have the
finest showing of wheat in Kansas Valley. They have over 300
acres in 53 stacks aifd it is estimated it will thresh out 15 bushels per acre It is good for over
$10,000.00 cash at present prices.

.

accordingly.

was desseminated

1

What could a decent democrat
do but resign from such a board?
The republican Legislature, you
will remember tried to vote this

fair chance in the drawing, but
many do object to the appearance
which the discrepancies in numWe are
bers seem to indicate.
who
Governor,
satisfied that the
County
is responsible for the

pension to Larrizolo but it was
so raw that even a N. M. Legislature couldn't swallow it so it
was left to men who could stomach it to allow the graft.
The facts in the case are that
these boundary strips, are not
worth to New Mexico half the
amount that this commision is
allowing in the attorney fees to
Republican lawyers, and there is
nothing for the lawyers to do
that the Attorney General can
not and is not willing to do with
out any cost to the State. The
fees paid to Clancy and Larrholo
in this affair is merely political
sop given gratuitously to Republican politicians. If you oppose
this kind of Graft wekj up and
put New Mexico in the hands of
a party not so proficient in Graft,
This $17,500.00 would go a. long
way if judiciously applied to the
conservation of crops and assist-- 1
ance of farmers who are of some
use to the state and nation.

Boards, will see that no discrimination or manipulation of numbers is allowed, and we trust the
errors in this county will be corrected and the shadow of suspiMeanwhile we
cion removed.
will go on threshing wheat and
conserving our resources until the
The Red Cross meeting Monday
Board comes to Roy to make, their
afternoon resulted in resolving
selections and we trust all will be
to do many things. They will
ready for the event.
make "Comfort Bags for our
soldier boys, They will hold regmeetings in the Community
ular
We read in some papers that
and do a lot of things'
Hall,
charge of desertion or worse
'

j

a

ted
will be laid up against
men who fail to report to the
Exemption Board. This is drastic
but necessary 'in some cases, but
There are some cases where
common sense dictates different
methods'. We have in mind a
man who is crippled in the feet,
and walks with the greatest difficulty. He assures us he could go
to Mora only by walking as he
has not the money to pay his way.
He is physically unfit for soldiering but a useful man in his sphere
Should he be shot as a deserter
because he cant get to the Board
Nonsense,
"of examiners?
all-dra-

f

APRECIATION.

The ladies of Roy are planning
to serve lunch to the public on
the day when the Exemption
Board is here and the crowd will
be very large. Proceeds lor the
school piano.
Mr. Smith, who arrived from
Oklahoma last week
e
while he is
him a
waiting to get onto his land in the
Mitchell pasture. He is well advanced in years for a pioneer but
- '
is game.
Tent-hous-

On July 27th occured the marriage of Pablo Antencio and
Matilde Angel, at Judge Fester's

Having sold my Garage and office in Roy, Both young people
Spanish famibusiness in Roy and directed my are. members of old
activities to agricultural lines, I lies here.
wish, at this time to express my
Married, August 2d, by Judge
appreciation of liberal patronage
Mr. R.T. Breckehridge
accorded me in the Garage busiand Miss Nora Fansher, both
ness and to commend to all my
friends, my successors, the from Oklahoma.
Foster,-- -

Davenport Brothers, as deserving
of your confidence and support
It is not without regret that I
sever such cordial relations with
the Roy Public and I want ycu
all to know that I appreciate your
patronage and your friendship.

R.H. Mc Laughlin, of Pittsfor
burg, Pa. send3 for the
'
the
He
on
bought
land
year.
a
Hoggat tract and wants to know
how things are Progressing here.
Mr.

S--

A

It is a responsible position to run
a paper and know that people in
distant states as well as at home
The, Leach family of Roy, re- look to you for the truth about
ceived a message Wednesday your community. There are some
telling of the death of Vera, the who do not agree with us in all
two year old daughter of Mr. and things but challenge proof of
Mrs. Cal. Jones, of Tucumcari, our representations and fail to
She had been ill ten days.
get it.
Fred S. Brown,

Car of Tractors

J;

Mexico--

This news
so that the
boys who had received notices
could leave off borrowing money
and arranging for their $25.00
trip to Mora and remain with the
threshing machine where they're
needed, until further notice.
Tuesday the board phoned over
that the first notices were cancelled and to await a - second
Attorney Reed, of Santa
notice.
Fe, also phoned that the County
Board had "Balled up" the list
and that new notices would be
sent. Comparisons with the list
of numbers first sent out and the
numbers on the summons cards
showed many discrepancies and
this, with the obviously large
percent of numbers notified in
this end of the county led to conjecture as to the why of it.
No one is objecting to taking his
made

T0?TDH A li

Of A

H

Mr. J. C. Carogatin
in Roy several days

has been
assisting
Virgil Anderson in the sale of
Case Tractors. They have taken
orders for several of the smaller
sizes and will have a car loads
in next week. C. L. Justicee has
bought one and Mrs. Justice
.Miss Mable Bruce is vacation- threatens to dont overalls and
ing this week and visiting drive it in the field when it arwith her relatives at the paren-ta- il rives.

SchooJLunch
The ladies interested in the
Roy School Piano will serve Pie,
Coffee and Iced Tea, to raise
money for the next payment on
the piano, at the Floersheim
Building, Saturday, 11th, all Day.
You are winner if you patronize
hem and so is the School.
Mrs. H.T. Pittman, of Mosquero,
submitted to an operation for the
relief of Appendicitis and other
complications at Dr. Plumlee's
Hospital Monday, It was a very
gravccase but she is rallying
nicely and on road theto early and
complete recovery. Mr. Pittman
is here with her and is much
pleased at the prospect of her
restoration to health.

''f

Phil Hogue
The news of the death of Phil.
J.llogue, at Oklahoma City, July
27th was received thru a communication to the Roy Trust and
Savings Bank last Saturday. Mr.
Hogue is a well remembered
homesteader
the first
to come to Roy, and an expert
carpenter who lived here many
years. Friends here will be pained
here-amon- g

to learn ot his demise,

Bruce home. Miss Tillie
A. W. Drake, Valley View, Tex.
Branch is substituting for both has been looking over the mesa
Misses Mabel and Eula Russel reshe and the Editor this week as again. He knows a good thing
turned to their home in Tucum-ca- ri
the latter is too interested in when he sees it.
Saturday after a pleasent
wheat threshing to be of any use
visit with friends in Roy.
in this office.
Miss Gladys Hern returned
Thursday from a weeks visit with
Wheat is threshing out better
I. C. Floersheim, of the Springer Miss Vivian Dunn out on the claim
than estimated on the mesa.
Times has installed a new press near Mofax.
While much of it is short on acpaper
and now prints a
count of the dry weather yet it
the same as this one, We are
yields wonderfully well the tests
Roy
of
Village
Trustees
The
A friend in an Iowa city writes
j
i r
glad to see his business out grow
met Monday evening for the w ana Detter ior an average.
availevery
trying
After
one
the
size as no
Fields estimated at 5 bushels per
my transaction of town business.
knows the inconvenience of it able source of information for
acre are yielding 7 and 8 and the
son's position in the DraftI found
better than the
.
bett:r crops in proportion.
the whole thing in your papar. We are in receipt of an invitation
Score one over the city dailies for to the wedding of Frank Lujan,
n
The Cimarron
The sale T. M, Ogden's farm
village news service. I am of Sabinoso, to Miss Fructuoso
suspended publication with its your
attracted
a good crowd for such
August
N.M.
Shoemaker,
Baca,
pleased that he comes in the fifth
busy
Prices on farm
season,
a
the
attend
we
cant
us i ueueve ine 8th. Sorry
established in 1876, onrl tuv a 0 Sixm urawing
goods
and
household
were very
of
son
a
is
will be over before that time" nuptials. The gJoom
land mark of Colfax county. Lackj war
Good
poor,
horses
sold for
small
knofrn
Hon. Ciprano Lujan, well
of support and increased cost oft
worth
and
they
less
than
were
We apologise for any errors here and a fine boy as we have
production are said to be the
would
prices
brought
that
that appeared in our Local Draft ever known. His bride is a cattle
reasons for the suspension.
List of last week. It was hahded daughter of Hon. Sacramento have looked big atonH time The
tous as authentic and we accepted Baca, a prominent citizen of Ladies Aid cleared over $20.00
The census of manufactures of lit without investigation.
and ice cream.
Shoemaker. Both families are serving lunch
New Mexico shows the printing
Many
present and
ladie3
were
highly
among the oldest and most
business to be fourth in importa social
success
as
a
It
.was
misMrs. Bert Ray writes for
resp3cted in the state and a host
ance among the manufacturing sed copies of the
event.
and ex- of friends join in good wishes for
industries of the state.
presses her disappointment when the happy pair.
In point of Publicity and polit- - it fnils to come. It is very hot
cal reform and public sentiment,
nd she hnptim aC3ol N
The revival meetings continue
Unavoidable.
We claim, for the newspaper that M. Night.
As the pretty girl entered the crowdweek at the
this
throughout
they are first in importance of
Christain Church. A good attend- ed ear, nn old gentleman started to hi?
feet.
all. .
Jim Fuller and wife were up ance every night attests interest
"Prnv ili. n't r;t nn" pnslinl ihf itnnT
from Mosquero Tuesday in their-ca- r although canversions are not as girl. "Keep yottr seat."
T.E. Mitchell met with an acci
"Sorry I can't oblige ymi, miss," anThey are among the prosper was hoped for. Rev. Shepard
swered the o!S man, "but I g t nut
dent at the R.R. Cros&ing near ous farmers of that burg.
reputation
aa here."
is maintaining his
the Roy Depot last week. The
pulpit orator and deep thinker
cars struck hisiauto and smashed
The Personal Touch.
Work of unloading material for and his presence here has been
"I licit rstaiid Mrs. (ladder read an
one wheel and a fender. Mr.
the Wilson Co. elevator in Roy of great benefict to the church
original poem at the meeting of the
Mitchell was not injured.
Ten Wiper club yesterday afternoon."
began Tuesday and the building
from the number of words
store grain in
Joe Woodward has purchased she"Judging
mispronounced, the reading wat
Jess La Rue and his mother will be ready to
within 30 days.
the Emerson Tractor from Mr. highly original, but the poem Itself waf
were in town Monday shopping,
Héíflin and will plow with it this n selection from Frowning."
Jess is plowing with his tractor
M
GrunTo Mr. and Mrs.Ben
fall.
In the Same Clacs.
for Prof. Russell and plans to Born:
pound girl Saturday,
Weary Wiggles Pey say dat sum of
drive a double shaft and get thru ig a nine
Aug. 4, all doing fine.
home is feeding on iom poet fellers git er dollar er word.
The
sooner.
Fussy
Pat's nuttln'; I got
garden truck this week from the two. dollarFeathers
er word wucst.
Weary Wiggles Fer writin'
W. Fred Ogden came down F.A. Roy irrigated garden at
D.M. Martinez and his father
Fussy Feather
Naw. Fer
'
brought
Roy
wil
Mrs.
ranch.
and
Saturday
Chicosa
Dawson
from
and two sisters drove in from his
le Judge.
onions,
closing
of
in
beets,
big
basket
us
a
here
vacation
his
take
ranch at Cariso Monday and were
and other
HIS OPPORTUNITY.
welcome callers at this office. up his business interests and encumbers, lettuce
can
all
we
eating
Wednesday,
things,
are
is
He
we
at
Mr. Martinez Senior, is improved the sales of
:1
we "can".
in health and left this week to call in the office of the Dawson and what we cant
his
many
of
office
try the benefit of some Hot Fuel Co, as
to
subject
areand H. Hopkins, of Passamonte, is
draft
mates
to
be
well
Springs. He intends
of
before winter sets in again. His he may be needed any day. Fred a new addition to our list
devrapidly
in that
two very charming daughters are is looking fine and has a very readers over
community. We
big
farming
eloping
with
responsible
position
the
anxious to return to their home
coal Co.
are glad to get acquainted with
in the mountains.
the people of that section now
Solano,
of
Mrs.
for they will be the aristocrats of
Henry Farr has the F.M.
Monday,
office.
called
this region when the Santa Fe
this
at
Hughs tractor plowing his wheat
son,
is
up
her
is laid and Chicago-Lo- s
over
She
broken
track
land getting ready for seeding
soldier
Angeles
being
as
a
drawn
Jack,
trains are thundering by
V
this fall.
It would leave them in very try- as they will be in the near future.
C.L. Justice has a tractor and ing circumstances if he were to
We are pleased to see in the
teams at work plowing his 160 go to the army.
Mrs. ITenpeck I suppose if I were
announcement of land sales for to die tomorrow, you'd marry
acres of wheat land for fall seed
Koine
Miss Helen Alldredge, of Spr June by the state land commision-tha- t other woman immediately.
ing. He has a good crop this year
Mr. Ilenpecl;
Net right away. I'd'
a list of all tracts exceeding
and is getting in line for a better inger eame down on the polly to
a liale rest first.
dike
Alldredge 740 acres is given. We hope this
visit her í'ílther7
one next harvest.
Mgr, of the Floersheim Co. here. practice will be continued. While
In After Years.
"Your
:Mti!r
lire like the ruses roí,'
Mrs. Vernon, who purchased a
approve
action
of
the
on
this
we
lie wlilspon-.- io il.e
sweet.
part of the Clint Traister ranch, Miss Helen Alldredge returned part of the land comrnisioner we But nfter imirrlago, he pimply euid:
your
"Liz,
is
red
as
a beet!"
fate
as
was in town Monday and bought to Springer Wednesday after a certainly disaprove of a law that
"a lonna in
Peace at Any Price.
lumber for a house and other short visit with her father.
permits the sales o ? fit
1111.3
LtlllltO ill
Mrs. Enpeeiv It is a deplorable fact
supplies which Mr. Miller, anoth-buye- r
tracts as large as 12,030 asres
A land buyer on the Hoggat which was oneof the tracts sold that too many pimple marry for money
of land on that tract, haulnowadays.
I.npock Well. If I were single again,
ed out Tuesday. Mrs. Vernon tract is here from the east to see in June. We believe som-- method
buy
to
of filthy lucre could indire
a
tract
wants
land
and
his
0(
Mr.
comes from Clayton and
more in keeping with modern mé amount
to go up against the gaiaa again.
him
better
suits
found
has
he
that
Miller from Naravisa and are
thot should be put in practice in
How It Happened. ,
planing to make farms of the His equity is for sale and he will the disposition of our public lands
"How did you happen to let this,
make it interesting to anyone belonging to the state. Farming-to- n
land they have bought.
headline, 'The Dottleshin Kentucky' go
who wants a half section of the
through?" asked the editor.
on the tract. See
"The oversight must have been line
Miss Mae Worley left Wednes70 the association of ideas," explained
day for Denver where she will Joe Ballard about it.
I Mis3 Ethel Brooke and her the proofreader.
get in line with the prevailing
D.P. Upton was up from his mother, of Springfield, Missouri,
Natural Deduction.
styles in Millinery and go out as
canyon ranch Saturday. He has and Miss Rebecca Evérist arrived
Amur Is one of those cl.T.ps
Vnrker
expert trimmer again.
.
been too busy to come to town Monday in Roy and are guests at who pay us they go, Isn't he?
Heinle I jruess so. At least In
Born: to Mr. and Mrs. Will Fliess this summerand plans to be stil' the Lawrence Butler home and never goes very far.
of other friends here.
busier.
Aug. 9 aboy.
six-colu-

Job-Pres-

til.

us"

s'

-

S--

News-Citize-

j

S--

j

j

17

j

j

(

S--

por-try- l

saw-In-

Mills-Youn-

g,

R-E-

-

-

l

Times-Hustle-

best-sand-loa-

"

.

r.

mal-.e-

THE

All EPITOME

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

OF

Balfour defines war alms of Allies.
British cruiser sunk and many sail
ors drown.
Gen. Erdelll, military governor of
Petrograd, has been killed, says the
Bourse Gazette.
A state of siege has been declared
In the whole Greek department of At
Western Newspaper Union News Service.
tica, including Athens and Piraeus.
COMINO EVENTS.
when
were
gunners
lost
Eight naval
Aug;. 17. Bar Association meeting at
the American tank steamer Motano
Itoawell.
Seventh Annual Northern
was sunk by a submarine. Sixteen Sept.
New Mexico Fair at Haton.
members of the crew also perished.
Bept.
Farmers' Fair at Las
Cruces.
Vienna Fremden-blat- t
The
Sept.
Dona Ana County Fair
Bays it is able to announce auat Las Cruces.
thoritatively that Germany gladly will
San Jon county will raise $8,400 for
act upon peace overtures coming by
highways by levy.
way of Vienna.
Several new buildings are being
Sir Douglas Halg and Gen. Petaln,
commanders of the British and French erected in Portales.
armies, exchanged telegrams of conAt a dance in Cutler, 106 was raised
sucgratulation at the Franco-Britisfor the Red Cross fund.
cess in Flanders.
Pedro Montes was hanged at Silver
Czernowltz. has been the scene o
City for killing Rufina Villenueva.
some of the most bitter fighting of
There will be a big acreage sown to
the war and the Bukowina capital has wheat and rye in Quay county this
to
Russian fall.
changed from tbe Teuton
hands altogether ten times.
Santa Fe business men will make a
Gen Bruslloff resigned as commander-inexcursion to Estancia Valley
trade
-chief
of the Russian armies. towns,
Gen. Kornlloff, who directed the reThe Albuquerque Chamber of Com
cent Russian offensive below Lem-bermerce has admitted women to memwas named his successor.
bership.
Four thousand Greeks have been
Tbe second experimental oil well of
starved to death In eastern Macedonia
the
Toltec OH Company at Roswell is
began,
occupation
since the Bulgarian
according to reports received by the now down 425 feet.
W. T. Ellison,
State College 1915,
Greek government, says a Havas dispatch from Athens.
has succeeded W. A. Gardner as counThe "Eat Less Bread" campaign ty agent for Grant county.
initiated by the national war savings
The San Miguel county assessment
committee in London has been quite roll shows an increase of $1,383,026,
a success. Since the inauguration of showing a total of $20,999,896.
propaganda tbe consumption of flour
Ten more applicants for the offihas decreased by 10 per cent.
cers' reserve corps passed the mediPrince George, former crown prince of cal examination at Santa Fé.
Serbia, had a narrow escape while inTo have or not to have a state fair
specting troops on the Macedonia this fall is the question which is being
front, according to a telegram re- put up to the people of Albuquerque.
The horse on
ceived In London.
G. A. Hatch of Clovls has been apwhich he was riding was shot and
pointed
an assistant attorney general
killed.
by Attorney General Harry L. Patton.
Premier and War Minister KerenIncorporation papers were filed by
sky and all the other members of the
ComCitizens' Oil Development
the
except
Vice
Premier
cabinet
Russian
$1.000.-00at
capitalized
pany
Roswell,
of
Bekrasoff resigned. Later, with the
exception of M. Terestchenko, the for
Ti.
i. dni 1 knfAKA KTaih rlf nÍr
eign minister, they withdrew their
troops
will go into camp at Linda
resignations.
Capt. Joseph E. Bernler, the Arctic Vista, according to reports from Call
explorer, who started on an expedition fornla.
in July last year to attempt to rescue
The Beal Mining Company of Silver
Vllhjalmur Stefansson, who was re City, authorized capital $1,000,000, has
ported lost in the Arctic regions, is incorporated under the laws of New
returning on his ship. The Guide, ac Mexico.
cording to reports at Quebec from the
W. E. Kelly, aged 81 years, one of
north shore of the St. Lawrence.
the oldest attorneys in New Mexico,

NEW MEXICO

LATE LIVE HEWS

STATE NEWS

CONDENSED RECORD OF THE
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

NINEDEf EHCEG0ÜMG1LS
NAMED BY GOVERNOR FOR NEW
MEXICO COUNTIES.

I

SAYINGS,

D O I N

S,

Western Newspaper Union News Berries.

outh of Hollebeke.

British capture more than 6,000
prisoners In Flanders attack.
Kutty, In the Carpathians, has been
captured by the Teutons.
offensive in Rumania results in capture of 1,500 prisoners.
The weekly London report shows a
decrease in ships sunk by divers, only
IS of 1,600 tons having been lost.
Northeast of Ypres, after intense
Bombardment,
the British
lished themselves in the town of St
Jullen.
Early Friday morning near Monchr
southeast of Arras, the Germans entered the British front line
trenches at two points.
The Duma has Issued a statement
blaming the "cowardly" rlfraff of the
army tor the Slav collapse and appeal
log to the people to save the nation.
The German advance in Galicia and
Bukowina seemingly is aimed at
Podolsky,
a fortified city
north of the Dniester and In the direction of Odessa, Russia's great port
on the Black sea.
There is apparently no let up in the
ftlav retreat along the line from
to the Rumanian border. Following the capture of Czernowltz, the
eapltal of Bukowina, the Russians
evacuated Kimpolung.
British casualties in all theaters of
military operations published in the
newspapers during the month of July
total 71,832 officers and men. The officers killed, wounded or missing total 2,503, while the men number
Russo-Rumania-

re-est-

ti

Tar-nop-

69,-1-

the Dniester has
been given up by the Russians at several places. Between the Dnelster
and the Prnth the Russians are continuing their flight toward the border.
Bukowina is almost entirely In the
bands of the Teutons again.

confluence with

WESTERN
Chicago switchmen's strike is ended.
Enemies of Texas governor win first
skirmish in fight to have him .impeached.
t
rioters
Fighting between
and officers was In progress twenty-fiv- e
miles north of Ada, according to
Undersherlff Purvlne of Okmulgee
county, Okia.
The guard, placed over the thirty
four men, whom the Council of De
fense of McKlnley county, N. M., de
ported, was raised and the men were
told that they were free to go.
Cheaper coal and the wider develop
ment of coal, oil and phosphate lands
throughout the entire West, is in pros
pect following an agreement by the
public lands committee of the United
States Senate on the coal, oil and
phosphate land bill
Representatives of the miners and
others deported from Blsbee July 12,
formally authorized by a meeting of
the exiles at Columbus, N. M., sent a
telegram to President Wilson offering
to "dig copper" for the United States
government if It would take over the
copper Industry.
anti-draf-

WASHINGTON
Drastic measures will be taken by
the government to prevent spread of
labor troubles.
Roland S. Morris of Philadelphia
was confirmed by the Senate as am
bassador to Japan.
An unusual and acute scarcity of $1,
12 and $5 bills confronts the Treasury
Denartment. Multiplication of the
government's payroll and excessive In
dustrial activity to fill war contracts
are responsible.
The war tax bill, under revision
since May 24, was put Into final shape
Friday for report to the Senate by the
finance committee. It provides for
approximately $2,000,000,000 In taxes
to meet war expenses, but makes no
provision for further bond authoriza
tlons.
President Wilson, in a letter to
Dyer of Missouri, reiterated his confidence in the loyalty of
the great body of American citizens of
German blood.
Regular army recruits accepted Aug.
bringing the total
1 number 2,335,
The army
Since April 1 to 173,266.
now Is slightly more than 10,000 short
of war strength.
passports regulations an
New
nounced by the State Department
practically forbid tbe issue of pass
ports to women or children to go to
Mexico and restrict issues to men.

DESERTERS.

Charles Garland of Pittsburg
from John Wilson of Chicago, 6
patriotic

won
2,

tennis

Santa Fé. The appointment of ten
county councils of defense has been
completed by Governor Lindsey. The
completed councils are as follows:
Bernalillo
Rafael Garcia, Paul O.
Itedington, W. C. Oestrelch, Jesus Romero, A. B. McMlllep, Max Nordhaus,
Dr. David C. Twitchell, Louis A.

BAND

JAIL OKLAHOMA
LEADER
ANTI-DRAF-

Mc-Ra-

SLAIN, AND RIOTERS IN
MOVE HELD UNDER $7,500 BOND.

n

.n

Hag-erma-

DOAN'SVfi.'
FOSTER-MH-BUR-

Ray-nold- s,

mm

-

i

e

d

live.

Cattle

The Platte

r

PATENTS

Car-ringto-

Cot-tere- l.

BLACK

Low-O-

f

was found dead in bed at
Socorro.
A movement has been started In
Clovls to erect a Y. M. C. A. building
to contain a gymnasium, reading room

C.
Chase, three other prisoners were taken,
C. Bréwer and his son and Robert
Chase, Celso Chaves.
Carglll. They were taken to Konawa
after they had thrown down their
Unit.
To Recruit
weapons and had attempted to flee.
Santa Fé. Gov. Lindsay announced
From prisoners the name of virtual
he would ask the War Department to ly every leader has been ascertained.
recruits
allow all
Federal authorities here declare the
from this state to belong to a New movement has been widespread but
would
result
regiment
'
which
Mexico
has been so loosely organized that
in the establishment of an
quick failure was bound to be the In
American regiment. The governor be- evitable outcome.
lieves many of these soldiers who are
Captures of the reslsters, members
unfamiliar with English would be bad- of the
"Working Class
ly handicapped in serving under offi Union,"
"Jones family" and other
the
cers with no knowledge of Spanish.
organizations of kindred beliefs have
numbered 193, according to the best
Farmer Overcome by Sulphur Gas. count available at Sasakwa, in Sem
Roswell. Fred Crume. a farmer liv inole county, the base of operations
ing east k the Grand Plains district of the various posses.
southeast of here, was overcome by
J. F. Moose of Okemah was shot
sulphur gas while working in a pit and killed a mile north of Holdenvllle,
connected with his pumping plant He
lied before he could be rescued. Two
Holdenvllle. Okla. Ed Blalock, a
workmen and several bystanders, in draft objector, was killed, and a possecluding his wife, also were overcome, man, Jack Paige, was wounded in the
leg and later carried off by the out
but were rescued.
laws In a fight between objectors to
Alvey Held to Grand Jury.
the selective draft and officers twelve
Roswell. James E. Alvey, slayer of miles southeast of here. Henry John
Ray Walters, was bound over to son, another posseman, was wounded
await the action of the grand jury in in the head. A large posse has been
November and remanded to the cue- - formed here and has gone to Paige's
rescue.
tody of the sheriff without bond.

Springer, David Gillespie,

and library.
The license of the Arizona Fire Insurance Company to do business In
New Mexico was revoked by the State
Insurance Department.
Ray Walters, a Roswell sheepman,
was shot and killed by Jas. E. Alvey
when he went to collect the rent for a
garage occupied by the latter.
Nathan Salmon has announced that
he will give a reward of $100 for the
recovery of a lot of jraluable Jewelry
wmcn was stolen irora ma nome in
Santa Fé.
Of the half million bushels of wheat
a conservative estimate of Curry coun- ty's crop this year, less than 50,000
bushels have as yet been placed upon
the market.
About eighty young women of Las
Vegas, under the leadership of Mrs.
Charles W. G. Ward, have begun the
task of making and equipping kits for

Spanish-America-

SpanlBh-America-

Spanish-American-

Walter J. Hill, youngest son of the
late James J. Hill, has volunteered his
services to the United States government in the quartermaster's department and will be assigned to the pur
chasing of horses.
The crisis as the result of the lynching of Frank H. Little at Butte, Mont,
is believed to have been passed and
there is practically none of the tense
feeling in evidence which was present
on the day of his death.
complaints
numerous
Following
agafhst bis actions among the miners
in the Yerington copper district, a
committee of 200 prominent citizens
of Yerington, Nov., escorted C. W. Mo- Kennon to the boundary line of the
county and released him with orders
not to come back.
At Briar Cliff Manor, N. Y MaJ.
Gen. John F. Weston, who fought under Custer in the Indian war, died aft
er a brief illness.
Heat claimed the Uves of 115 persons In greater New York Aug. 1,
while hundreds of others were prostrated. The maximum temperature
was 98.
,
While temporarily deranged through
fear that he would be drafted, Alma
Walt of La Porte, Ind, killed his !
son, wounded his wife and
year-olcommitted suicide. Mrs. Walt will

Notre

University

g

Chile.

r ...iiiln'i take another
and run down,
breath. I fot so nervousllvlne:
often
I felt life wasn't worth so my and
suffering
might
die
wlehed that I
would be ended. Medicine failed to help

e,

e

record-breakin-

,.a..s

'

me and I was discouraged.
"Doan's Kidney Pills were recommend-

C. A.

in the Western
matches at Chicago.
Tbe dates for the Women's Colorado
State Association championship at
Denver have been changed from Aug.
14 to Aug. 28 to 31, inclusive.
Busy's Lassie, winner of the $10,000
M. and M. stake at Detroit, repeated
her victory in another $10,000 Grand
Circuit race, the Paper Mills stake for
2:08 trotters at Kalamazoo, Mich., this
time winning in straight heats.
One of the most popular foreign vic
tories on the French turf In several
years was scored recently when W. K.
bred
Vanderbilt's
filly Brumelli won the first French
wartime derby and the first event of
any importance run over the regula- soldiers.
tion old derby, course since 1914.
If a recommendation that Gov. Lind
GENERAL
sey will make to the War Department
Twenty-ondeaths, attributed to the at Washington is carried out, the New
heat wave, Mexico regiment will be composed alpresent
were reported in Chicago in twenty-fou- r most entirely of
hours.
The Santa Fé Dredging Company
An advance of 1 cent a quart, commenced hauling from Stanley on
making the price of milk 12 cents, their quarter of a million dollar
will cost the consumers $7,300,000 a c'.redge and for the next six months ex
year In New York.
pect Golden to be a very busy camp.
John De Saulles, former United
Kenneth White, aged 18, who re
States minister to Uruguay, was shot cently enlisted at East Las Vegas in
and killed at his home at Roslyn, Long '.he Colorado cavalry troop, has been
Island, by his divorced wife, who was promoted to the rank of corporal, ac
Miss Blanquitta Errazurlz of Santiago, cording to reports received from Den
Franco-America-

m.
complaint imagíneme,
Vogt, 81 Audrey Ave.. Wallston,
MoT "and I was laid up la bed for days
t
""??
.nA the
kidney 'secretions caused
My
back
terrible peln.
was In such bad shape
Ihe
moved
I
that when
pains were like a knife-thrus- t.
so
I
I rot
couldn't stoop and my
with
throbbed
head Just
Beads of perspipain.
ration would stand onI
then
my temples,
would beoome cold and
numb.
"My heart action was
as If
MRS. VOGT, affected and I felt

dly

0.

Enormous losses are sustained by SPORTING NEWS
the Germans In a series of counter
Clubs,
Standing; of Western Lea-cuWon.
attacks launched In an effort to reLost. Pet
CLUBS.
.760
gain some of the ground taken by the Wichita
S
.667
Hutchinson
Esof
Flanders.
allies in the battle
T
.683
Sioux City
.BOO
6
pecially violent were the German as- Lincoln
6
.600
Omaha
saults around Ypres and St. Jullen.
.417
5
Joplln
.331
4
De
Moines
The line on the River Zbroch at its Denver
.250
I

Deal's, However, Reiteres Mrs. Vot te Health
aaiSUeaftk. Han I Salieren aiace,
"I had one of the worst cases of kid

Rector, F. L. Yeaw,
Chaves
ed to me and I could tell I was being
helped after the first few doses. I kept
Western Newspaper Union News Berries.
K. A. Cahoon, John W. Poe, J. F. Hln-klday and continued
getting better every
My health Improved In
use cured me.
W. M. Atkllhson, Charles L. BalM ail. lh euro haa
v..,
Washington. Registered men who
n.rmenenL I feel that Doana
lard, Arthur Stevens, Roy Ammerman, resist the selective draft law face
Swor
btíar me,
anvrri my Ufe."
George Losey, A. J. Nlsblt, H. J.
Notary Public
HENRT B. BUBKAMP.
trial by court martial for desertion
a Boa
60c
Store,
Aay
Gat Doaa's at
and the possibility of execution for
San Miguel Dr. J. M. Cunningham, desertion in time of war. The whole
Lorenzo Delgado, George H. Klnklo, J. military and civil powers of the fedCO. BUFFALO. N. Y.
P. J. Taupert, Hal
M. Culley,
eral government states, cities or coun,
Grlgs-byCicello Rosenwald, H. C.
ties will be employed to bring them
Louis Armijo, A. A. Sena, Dr. M. F. to book.
Desmarais, W. E. Gortner.
This was announced in a formal
Eddy John H. Hewitt, C. H. Mo- by Brig. Gen. Enoch H,
statement
Lenathen, T. E- Williams, Hugh M. Crowder, provost marshal general, In
Gage, R. W. Benson, W. R. Shattuck, response to reports from North Caro
Dr. M. P. Skeen, Whit Wright, O. H. lina, Georgia and Oklahoma, of antiSellmire, C. M. Richards, L. E. Fob draft disturbances. As yet the power
l
ter.
of the federal government has not
Grant H. J. McGrath, W. D. Mur- been invoked by the governors of the
ray, T. L. Lowe, Harry Burgess, Percy three states nor by the agents of the
Wilson, J. O. Leahy, L. H. Bartlett, Department of Justice.
James Murray, Dave Boise, Peter Shelley, Carl Dinegan, Charles Royall.
Oklahoma City, Okla. With one of
Luna W. C. Simpson, A. W. Pol
leaders dead, another captured
their
lard, C. J. Kelley, J. A. Mahoney, M.
members of
least twenty-fivat
and
A. Nordhaus, N. A. Bolich, A. O. Barksin the hands of peace of
their
bands
dale. Alonzo T. Hyatt, H. C. Hoover, fleers posse leaders Saturday night
Dame
of
Thomas Baker, W. T. Hestlnd.
were of the opinion the backbone of
J,
Union Ray Sullon, T. H. Rlxey,
NOTRI DAME, INDIANA
the rising of objectors to the selecE. Chamberlain, W. L. Franklin, M. R. tive draft in Oklahoma was under conCompleta Course In Agriculture)
Offer
Jones, J. A. McCune, R. Q. Palmer, R. trol. The outlaws have been scatalso in Letters, Journalism,
courses
Full
W. Isaacs, Andres P. Alandres, Pachetered Into such small bands that fur- Library Science, Chemistry, Pharmacy, Medico, Manuel Martinez, J. F. Branson, ther success of the resistance is becine, Architecture, Commerce and Law.
Juan C. Martinez.
lieved Impossible.
Santa Fé. Celso Lopez, B. F. Pan
Co,
Wallace Carglll, alleged leader of
RWer
key, C. G. Mardof, H. E. Gerhart, Levi
one of the bands, shot through the
Cala
E.
Detter.
715
C
Btu&f.
A. Hughes, Earl F. Doyie, ueorge Arm
stomach when officers encountered Ct
- IMPURE
HEREFORD
BRED
jo, Bronson Cutting, N. B. Laughlin,
v
objectors near Rock Point, died. Three
BULLS FOR SALE
Benjamin Read. Arthur Sellgman, Le-others besides Carglll were said to
V-'jtwos and threes.
Ones,
ioy U. Muuro.
have been captured.
,
Bee or write ua nion uuiug.
já
McKinley R. L. Roberts, Pete West- the
here
In Federal District Court
water, C. N. Cotton, T. F. Purdy,
Ootomaa
Watson
to .the indictments of the
Patent Lawyer, WaabmiiUia
Sharp Hanson, Harry Whitham, J. R. demurrer
1). O. ÁdTtsa and boost free.
"Jones
of
the
alleged
members
eleven
Highest refereaoea. fleeteenrloea.
McFie, Gregory Page, E. A. Martin, T.
organization, Bates reasonable.
family," an anti-draF. Smalling, P. C. Pinson, C. A.
LOSSES SURELY PKETENTEI
was overruled by Judge John H.
ky CUTTER'S HACKLES PILLS
Ball In each case was fixed at
CrampC.
E.
Keenan,
Colfax Matt
Iced.
$7,500.
Trial of the men will be in
ten, A. C. Price, A. J. Meloche, Nar- ptiimi d br
iff
September.
In
arly
Enid
his home in clsso Abreu, J. I McDermott, T. H.
(I
i
Between Konawa and Sasakwa,
here etaer
O'Brien, William French, Henry S.

h

ABOUT THE WAR
Tbe British gained additional ground

WHO FAIL TO ANSWER
DRAFT CALL WILL BE HELD

THOSE

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

semi-offici-

ACHIEVE-

DEATH PENALTY

6heriff In Each County Heads Committee on Public Order In Various
Parts of State.

26-2-

MENTS, SUFFERINGS, HOPES
AND FEARS OF MANKIND.

Was Laid Up In Bed
ney

26-2- 3

FROM ALL SOURCES

SLACKERS FACE

i

ver.

The Luna county tax roll for 1917,
was received by Secretary Asplund of
the State Tax Commission. It shows
a total assessment of $11,889,710, com
pared with $11,458,263 in 1916, an In-- '
crease of $431,447.
William Edwards, the Denver ft Rio
Grande engineer who was killed in
jumping from the cab in a wreck near
Caracas, Colo., was a resident .of
Chama, and had been in the service of
the D. ft R. G. for nearly thirty years.
Lorenzo Otero, convicted of rape in
Socorro county several years ago and
sentenced to serve from 15 to 20 years
in the penitentiary, was granted a pardon by Gov. Lindsey. The pardon was
recommended by the penitentiary
bdard.
The high cost of living may result
in the deportation to Mexico of nearly
100 natives of that country now confined in the state penitentiary at San
ta Fé. It has already resulted in the
discussion of such action by the state
authorities
Although a certified aviator, Miss
Rose Dougan, a member of the Santa
Fé Society of the Archaeological In
stitute, left for the aviation grounds
at Richmond, Ind., to gain additional
practice in armored aeroplanes so as
to Qualify herself for service in
France.
-
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District Exemption Boards Named.
District exemption
Albuquerque.
boards for New Mexico were an
nounced in Washington by Provost
Marshal General Crowder, as follows:
Division No. 1 Felix Garcia, B. C
Hernandez, Charles Springer, Dr. J.
A. Massle, H. B. Karr.
Division No. 2 Ronald A. Duran,
Dr. H. A. Miller, Max Montoya, C. R.
Brice, J. A. McCallum.
Women to Save Fruit Crop.
Santa Fé. In San Juan county,
where It is feared that an abundance
of fruit may go to waste for want of
labor, the women of that county have
come to the rescue. In place of Red
Cross work, they have volunteered to
pick and dry all surplus fruit and vege
tables, and this "food will then be sold
in the market or donated to the gov
ernment.

Probate Judge Dies,
Las Vegas. Adelaido Tafoya, probate judge of San Miguel county, died
at his home on the west side from
Bright's disease.
Loses Sheep, Wife and Child.

Santa Fé. Gil Perea, tlje Torrance
county resident who recently lost 2000
sheep in a hail storm, can easily qual
ify as the leading "hard luck" resident
of the state, according to Cleofes Ro
mero, state insurance superintendent,
(cho is here from his home at Estan
cia. In fifteen days, in addition to
losing a fortune in sheep, Perea has
lost a child, his wife and a grandchild,
the three having died within that
period. The death of Perea's wife left
ten children motherless,

His Wife's Little Shot
"I'm glad you're over the draft age."
"Why?"
'Think how humiliated I should be
to have to admit that I was dependent
on your stingy salary every week for
my living."
Smile on wash dav. That'a when von uae
Red Cross Bas Blue. Clothes whiter than
now. All grocers. Adv.

Sociable.
An orderly chosen from among the
student officers at Ft. Harrison sits
dally outside Brig. Gen. Edwin F.
Glenn's office door. A different man
Is chosen each day, and the other day
the post fell to the lot of Charles E.
Shaf e of Indianapolis, says the Indianapolis News. Shafe went on an erra nk for the general, and returned just

after the general had wished to speak
to an officer In one of the other rooms
and there being no orderly to summon
him, had gone after the man himself.
"By George," Shafe commented to
the camp adjutant's orderly, a T,enth
ALLIES GAIN 8TEADILY IN WEST, Infantryman, fresh from five years In
Panama, "the general did some of my
Germana Advance In East Despite work for me."
Slav Resistance.
"Yeh, ain't that nice, now!" the ad
London, Aug. 6. While the Ger jutant's orderly returned. "Why don't
mans are advancing steadily In their you go In there now and do some of
Gallclan campaign, the British and his work for him, just to be sociable 7"
French are steadily pushing them
Naturally Grave.
back on many points on the western
"I have here," said the party with
front
the unbarbered hair who had ejected
All the positions east of Monchy-le- Preux which were captured by the his person into the editorial sanctum
Germans have been retaken by the when the office boy wasn't looking, "a
British.
little poem entitled, 'A Pauper's
The Canadians have pushed forward Gravel'"
their line on a front of 1,000 yards to
"Huh !" growled the editor. "Nothing
a depth of 200 feet In their drive on remarkable about that. Who has a betLens. They consolidated the position, ter right to a grave than a paupert
which is within 1,000 yards of the cen You certainly wouldnt' expect his mirth
ter of Lens on the western front of to slop over, would you?"
the town.
In an offensive near Balan, east of
Couldn't Blame Him.
Czernowltz, the Russians were winJle Do you like romanjlc girls?
ners and captured 500 prisoners and
Jack No. When you make a hole
three machine guns. In Bukowina the In your bank account buying them
Russians are still fleeing, and the flowers, they tear them apart, saying:
enemy has taken several towns.
"He loves me; he loves me not."
ses
All five parties in an
sion in Petrograd announced full supSouthern States contain 777 cotton
port of the Kerensky government fol mills, valued at $225,000,000.
lowing the cabinet crisis.
all-nig-

Guardsmen Enter Federal Service.
Washington. The entire National
approximately
numbering
Guard,
350,000 men, was drafted into the federal service. Out of this army the
next large expeditionary force will be
raised. Five divisions of the National
Guard were called into active service
before the draft proclamation be
came operative. These were the divisions from Georgia, Alabama and
Florida; Colorado, Missouri and Kansas: Indiana and Kentucky; Mis-sls'elnDl and the far western states.
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SPRAY MAY BEETLES TO PREVENT DAMAGE

The Married Life of Helen and Varrcn

ry
T

Originator of "Their Married
Life," Author of "The Jour- -
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THEY DISCOVER THE REAL CAUSE OF THE BARCLAYS'
EFFUSIVE HOSPITALITY
(Copyright.

New York

Military

Census

by the McClure Newspaper Syndicate.)

"Move

Redolent of Humoi

you

r onstrated

chair farther out,
Mrs. Curtis, you'll
get more air."
Helen dragged
over the wicked
chair until the
rockers scraped
the wire netting
that screened In
side
the long

EW YORK.

Those who took the state military census In this city have
N added considerably
to their knowledge of the human units which muke up
the industrial fubrlc of a great city. The answers given to the question In
regard to occupation elicited some cu!STAlfcn!$WcM5V
rious Information. One negro who
presented himself for registration on
the lower West side answered that he
was "the man who brushes off the
gents after they have had their shoes
revealed
shlned."
that this was the only gainful occupation which he had ever pursued In the
years.
whole course of his twenty-fou- r
He brought his whisk broom with blm.
Another applicant for a registra
tion card at the same location also
brought proof of his occupation In the shape of a portfolio of pictures. Be
was an artistic photographer, he said, and after submitting the portfolio as
proof of his assertion he endeavored to sell some of bis works to the staff
of registrars until he was ejected.
Four Greeks who came in together reported in answer to another question that they were the Joint owners of one horse. The census blanks were
very searching In their Inquiries regarding the ownership of horses, mules,
automobiles and such things, but apparently no thought bad been given to
the possibility of Joint ownership of these accessories. The problem thus
presented to the registrars was solved by reporting each son of Hellas as the
owner of
of a horse.
V.
Still another odd occupation was reported by an applicant who gave his
occupation as "handy man about the house."

1317,

porch.
"We always get
out
breeze
a

n

Mattel Barben

Brett

here,"

declared

Mrs. Barclay, who
had spent most of the afternoon dilating on the advantages of their country home. "Now, isn't this better than
being cooped up in the hot city?"
"Yes, this is very pleasant," murmured Helen, who had conscientiously

played the part of an admiring, enthusiastic guest
"How about mosquitoes?" Warren
was scratching his ankle.
"Oh, Howard will leave that screen
door open I But they're no worse than
they are In town. Mr. Phillips was out
last Sunday he said he'd been almost
eaten up In his apartment."
The cooling darkness had relieved
somewhat the glaring heat of the day,
but the air was still close and sultry,
"Mary the Cooper" Prominent Figure in Boston and the "breeze," of which Mrs. Barclay boasted, had to be incessantly
palm-lea- f
fans.
Do you know Mary? Mary who? Mary the cooper Mary of stirred by
BOSTON.
"Barclay,
what time did you say
Hail Market district. Ask any man down In the wholesale quarter
that train went?" Warren reached
of the city who Mary Is and he will tell you all about the old, bright-eye- d
over to knock the ashes from his
Joys
eyes
of
woman,
whose
the
Italian
cigar.
honest lubor have kept sparkling,
"Well, tomorrow I've got to get the
whose cheeks outdoor work has kept
seven-fortbut you don't have to go
rosy, and whose healthy constitution tt
Why don't you take the
early.
that
cheery disposition has done much t(J
one-four-

eight-ten?- "

promote.
Mary

,

earns her living and
prosperous one at that, too by scour
Ing the market district for empty and
broken barrels. With her husband's
aid she repairs them, In their little
back-roogarret down In the North
end. She has every dealer, broker and
lumper for her friend. Any man. will tell you that there Is not a more honest
woman In the district and that every penny she earns she comes by honestly.
Never has she been known to steal or try to "do" a person.
Ton might well be surprised any day to see a barrel, supposedly suspended In midair, gilding down the street. Upon closer examination you
would see that the barrel Is supported upon the head of a woman Mary
on her dally rounds.
Dodging In and out among the enormous trucks, peeping now Into this
store, now Into another, for a stray barrel, as she makes her way along the
street, she Is greeted on every side by a friendly: "Howd'y do, Mary? Got
good business today? That's good, Mary I"
No man can put a storehouse to rights as quickly and make It as free
from debris as can Mary. And to the question often put to her: "Mary, why
do you work so hard?" she replies with a little shrug of her shoulders, as a
smile spreads over her wrinkled face and a twinkle comes Into her brown
eyes: "No work, no can eat."
Mary, however, does not go unrewarded for her work. No market man
ever forgets her, and every empty or broken barrel is put aside with a word :
"Keep it for the 'cooper woman.' "

Intelligent

Bulldog

Is Pride

of

San

Antonio

registered English bulldog
ANTONIO. Mack, the fourteen-year-ol- d
e
by H. C. Flint of 316 West Evergreen street, first acquired
fame several months ago when he prevented a burglar from robbing his
master's home. He has long been a
neighborhood celebrity, however, his
IcAUto vvHae vow

SAN

elty-wld-

many less spectacular performances
gaining him friends among people of
all ranks of life, except burglars. ,,
Aside from being an efficient
watchdog, as was demonstrated when
he seized the burglar, who was escap
ing through the window with a bag
full of silverware and cut glass, he has
He
manv other accomplishments.
herds chickens as a collie does sheep,
he brings In wood In the evening, and
brings in the newspaper and the mall. When all the members of the family
are too far away jo hear the telephone he calls them to It as soon as It rings,
and on one occasion he saved the house from burning when he called his
mistress into the room where the rug had caught on fire from the grate.
Moreover. In spite of his age, Mack Is an expert mouser.
His intelligence is far above that of the ordinary bulldog, and his under
standing of speech is said to be so nearly perfect that when people do not
want him to understand what they are talking about they resort to spelling,
as one would do with a child. Before getting Into bed he carefully turns
down the cover.
Mack's favorite dissipation Is ridingin the automobile, and the fact that
he has been in wrecks does not seem to have made the pastime lose any of
its charm. Perhaps some of his many unusual qualities can De tracea to tne
fact that he was born on Christmas day.

Mother

Had

Kept

Demented

Children

Hidden

out af stranee noises, like the bark of a
orhwlnir
Mcatorv
J J -J
d
residence of John Slnziskl, at 5408 Carnegie avenue,
Lawrencevllle, and the queer actions of Mrs. Slnziskl, who died In St.
Margaret's Memorial hospital after
an illness of two months, was cleared
when neighbors entered the house to
view the woman's body and found two
children, apparently demented, crawling about the floor,
The two children, both boys, were
attired in girls' clothes. John, aged
fourteen, the oldest boy, crawled along
the floor on his hands and knees, according to the police, and barked like
a doff, The other, Joseph, aged nine,

..TrnmonrmniT

FUiCUUitvi. from the

floor. Policewoman Ethel Cr'onln was notified and the oldest boy was taken
to central police station by the detectives and placed in the matron's department. The younger boy was turned over to the Humane society.
nasprtfui thnr thev had never Seen the
.. . ,
nirhhnraAcruiuiug iw
two children during the five years the family lived there and thought .that
unu.
Steve Slnziskl, aged ten, anotner son, was me oniy cimu uie
.
e
normittPd to nlnv outside. Policewoman Cronl'n says Mrs. SUralski
never permitted any outsiders to enter the house. The police believe that the
If their
woman feared Juvenile authorities might take the children from her
neighbors
woman's
actions,
Because
of
the
light.
to
brought
was
condition
ay that the home was known as "The House of Mystery."

.;

"Oh, no, we'll go in with you," sup-

pressing a yawn as he glanced at his
watch by the dim light from the dining room.

"Wouldn't you like to see the cellar before you go up?" suggested Mr.
Barclay. "You won't have time In
the morning."
"Oh, I'd love to," lied Helen, wondering If she could marshal her overworked adjective to a proper appreciation of the cellar.
Since their arrival on the noon train
Mrs. Barclay had dragged her through
every room In the house, expatiating on
the comforts and conveniences of her
home, while Helen had kept up a continuous murmur of:
How very con"How attractive!
You really have a charmvenient
ing house l Oh, what a delightful
view! Yes, this Is such a pleasant
room! What lovely big closets ! Oh,
what a cheerful maid's room!"
When she had gushed over the kitchen, pantry, back porch and garden, she
felt she had done her full duty, but
here was the cellar still to be ex1

plored.

"Howard, don't you want to show
Mr. Curtis the furnace?"
"Sure," her husband rose with alacrity. "We've got about the best and
simplest thing In furnaces. Kept the
whole house warm last winter with
,
only ten tons."
"Why, that's very little," ventured
Helen, who knew absolutely nothing
about coal, but who was trying to
cover Warren's unresponsive silence,
as with evident reluctance he laid
down his cigar.
"Yes, the Petersons Just below here
used over fifteen. And their house Is
much smaller but it's poorly built.
That's one thine about this hous- eit's exceptionally well built"
"The walls are so thick," contributed Mrs. Barclay, "It's a very easy
house to keep warm." Then as she
gathered up the porch cushions. "It
mav rain tonluht we'd better take
these in."
Through the dining room, out
through the pantry, and they made
their way down the steep, narrow
g
steps into the damp,
cellar.
"Oh, what a lovely large cellar !" enthused Helen, almost before the light
was turned on.
"This Is only half of it" proudly.
"The storeroom and laundry are over
here."
While Mr. Barclay demonstrated to
Warren the admirable points of the
now cold and empty furnace, Mrs. Bar
clay showed Helen the storeroom.
"You've no Idea what It saves In Ice
bills. We really don't need an Icebox
at all. Most cellars are damp and
moldy but this Is always so perfectly
dry."
As the darkened streaks on the
cement wall were oozing dampness,
Helen refrained from commenting on
this statement.
"Here's my jelly closet," drawing a
curtain back from some rough shelves
on which were a few glasses and Jars.
In a nervous effort to conceal Warrants silent boredom, Helen admired
everything In extravagant terms. She
was tired and sleepy, and her feet
ached from the heat and a new pair
of pumps, but there was no release
until they had seen every corner and
"convenience" of the cellar.
In the laundry, the patent washing
machine, the double wringer, even the
revolting clothes rock had to be dem
musty-smellin-

and glowingly commended.
A flounce of Helen's thin gown was
snagged on a nail of an empty soap
box, and there were several smudges
on the pink whiteness of her buckskin
pumps, yet her gushing enthusiasm
was undampened.
As Warren's unresponsiveness grew
more marked, the more profuse and
superlative became her admiring exclamations.
It was after ten before they finally
escaped and made their way up to the
guest room, followed by Mrs. Barclay's
assurance that they would sleep well
in this "pure country air."
"Why the Sam Hill did they drag us
through that cellar?" exploded Warren, as he peeled off his coat and flung
himself Into a chair by the window.
"It was tiresome," Helen, slipping
off the cramping pumps, got Into her
bedroom slippers from the suitcase.
"And you wouldn't say a thing I had
to do it all."
"Yes, you laid It on pretty thick."
"Did I overdo It?" anxiously.
"Oh, they swallowed It all right."
"Well, they expected us to admire
They built the house themthings.
selves I suppose that's why they're
so proud of It."
"Huh. I wouldn't live out In this
'place If they'd give It to me.
See here, can't we raise this Infernal
thing," trying to shove up the window
screen. "Can't get a breath of air."
"Oh, don't put that up I The room'll
be full of mosqultoeR."
"Well, it's hot as Hades up here. I'll
go down and have a smoke and cool
off while you potter around."
Fortunately, the guestroom had its
own bath, and Helen was soon In a tub
of cooling water.
While In relaxing weariness she lay
there, her Idle glance traced a long
crack In the painted wall. She had noticed a similar crack in the papered
celling of the dining room. And yet
Mrs. Barclay had repeatedly Insisted
that the house was "so well built,"
When she was ready for bed, a murmur of voices came from the porch below. If Warren was down there with
Mr. Barclay, he might stay another
hour. She turned out the lights, for
they only added to the heat
The bed was by the window. Musingly she gazed out at the dark country road, occasionally lit by the searph-Hgof a passing motor. There is
nothing more tiring than "visiting,"
and Helen, thoroughly exhausted, soon
dozed off to the murmurous treble of
the tree frogs.
A slamming door and the glare of a
disturbing light.
"By George, what do you think?"
Warren was standing before the dresser unbuttoning his collar.
"Oh, I was asleep," resentfully, shading her blinking eyes.
"Well, this'll wake you up," scratching the back of his neck with a reminiscent grin. "Barclay's been trying
to sell me the house !"
"No!" Helen sat up In bed, now
thoroughly awake.
"Yep. That's why they shot off all
that hot air and dragged us over every
inch of the blooming place."
"But they're wild about It! Why
should they want to sell It?"
"Sh-sh- ,
not so loud these walls are
pretty thin. He put It square up to
me, and I had to do some mighty quick
Didn't want to turn
sidestepping.
him down too hard. After your fool
gushing over everything he thought
he had a snap."
"But why?" persisted Helen. "What
excuse did he give?"
"Oh, he's strung a long yarn about
needing the money In his business.
Said he had a pretty hard year and
they really couldn't afford It. Of
course that's all bunk. He's sick of
That's
the place and wants to dump
why they've been trying to get us out
here all spring the whole thing's a
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EARTH ROAD GRADE
Stability of Embankments Is of
Great Importance.
CAREFUL SCRUTINY IS URGED

To Prevent Damage by Shrinkage Material Used Must Be Free From
Matter and UniVegetable
formly Compacted.

(Prepared by the United Statet Department ot Agriculture.)
One of the most Important considerations connected with the grading of
an earth road Is the stability of the
embankments. Where a road Is situated In a cut and Is well drained, it is
not likely to be affected seriously by
such agencies as shrinkage, settlement,
and slipping, any one of which may Injure or destroy a road situated on a
In
poorly constructed embankment.
grading a road, therefore, the methods
employed In building the embankments
are deserving of much more careful
scrutiny than those employed In making excavations.
To prevent a road over an embankment from being damaged by shrinkage of the material forming the embankment, the material must be free
from vegetable matter and uniformly
compacted as It is deposited. Where
the road surface Is to be of earth, the
embankment usually may be compacted sufficiently to prevent Injury from
shrinkage by spreading the material. in
relatively thin horizontal layers and
letting each layer be compacted by the
grading teams as the succeeding layer
is being spread. Layers of ordinary
earth, not more than 12 Inches thick,
can be compacted fairly well In this
way, provided that the grading teams
are made to travel over the entire surface of each layer, and that the material is spread uniformly. Where the
frame-up.- "
road surface is to be of some highly
"No no, I can't believe she wants improved type, each layer of the emhim to sell."
bankment should be rolled thoroughly
"You can't eh? Well, she came ou,t with a power roller weighing not less
while we were talking had her part than about ten tons.
down pat. She thrcv in a lot of slush
Settlement of embankments, aside
about it breaking her heart, but since from that due to shrinkage, may be
to sell, she'd rather we'd have caused by the gradual flattening of the
Íhey hadanyone else."
slopes or by lack of stability of the
With a contemptuous grunt, War- ground surface over which the embankren disappeared In the bathroom, while ment is constructed. The question of
Helen, still sitting up In bed, tried to ground surface stability usually does
digest this astounding piece of news.
not arise as a grading problem except
"Dear, I can't understand It" when where an embankment Is being conhe came out.
structed over very marshy land. If
"Got 'n elephant on their hands and proper precautions are not observed,
want to unload It, that's all," as the the embankment material may be abbed creaked under his weight "B'it sorbed' gradually by the marsh until
they tackled the wrong party," with a the entire roadbed has disappeared, an
chuckle.
"I'll be pretty far In' my occurrence which is not Infrequent.
dotage before anybody'll wish a counWhere drainage of the marsh Is Imtry place on me. More heat, more practicable, the lower portion of the
mosquitoes and more discomforts to embankment,, which would come In con' tact with the marsh water, should be
the square Inch "
"Yes, this room's stifling," admitformed of some nonslaklng material
ted Helen. "There's not a breath of that will cement together and disair."
tribute the weight of the embankment
"And we've got to get up In time to over the entire bottom area. So)ne
Darn glad I varieties of gravelly clay are excelcatch that seven-fortdon't have to catch it every morning," lent for this purpose. Where the
adjusting his pillow with a vicious marshy matter is very soft and deep,
"You can thank your stars It may be necessary to lay a wide
punch.
we're cooped up in a city apartment
foundation bed of logs, or fascines,
with none of the 'comforts' of country
upon which to construct the embank-nen- t
Ufe!"
but such a foundation bed would

it

(GREATLY ENLARGED.)

(Prepared by the United Statel Depart- potatoes on such land the following
ment of Agriculture.)
season. Allow chlckena the run of
The destructive white grubs which fields when plowed.
upon
feeding
do their damage by
the
When small grubs are abundant in
roots of grasses, corn, potatoes, straw- the spring, seed such land to small
berries, and seedling trees, especially grain or clover. Do not plant corn or
conifers, are the larvae of May beetles, wide-rocrop In such land. Put corn,
otherwise known as "June beetles" or potatoes, field beans, etc., on ground
"June bugs." Most of them live in which has been cleanly cultivated the
the ground for three seasons before preceding year. Pasture hogs on inthey change Into beetles, becoming fested ground, and give chickens the
larger as they mature. The following run of fields when plowing and cultimethods of eradicating this pest in vating.
each stage of its infestation have been
When large grubs are abundant in
found effective :
the fail or spring, plow Infested land
When heavy flights of May beetles about October 1. Delay planting until
are noticed, spray trees with an arsen- the fifteenth or twentieth of May, or
ical, such as pads green or arsenate a little later If practicable. Ground
of lead, to poison beetle's feeding containing large grubs In spring should
Plow grass and small-graithereon.
be plowed as soon after July 15 as
land previous to October 1 to destroy practicable, as Indicated below. Pasyoung grubs recently hatched from ture hogs In Infested fields wherevet
eggs laid by May beetles.
practicable.
When beetles or pupae are In the
When small grubs are abundant in
the fall, pasture hogs. Plow thorough- ground In summer, plow thoroughly, bo
ly previous to October 1. Seed such as to break clods, any time after July
land to small grain or clover for the 15; the sooner after that date the
following year. Do not plant corn or better. Pasture hogs In infested fields.

not obviate the necessity for using a
nonslaklng material In the lower por
tion of the embankment
Where embankments are constructed
on very sloping ground, or where old
embankments are to be widened, there
always Is a tendency for the new material to slip along the plane of separation. In such cases the old surface'
should be roughened before the new
material is deposited. Where the old
surface is earth, It usually can be
roughened sufficiently by plowing a
series of rather deep furrows about
two feet apart Old rock surfaces ordinarily are fairly rough to begin with,
but to prevent slipping It may be necessary In some cases to blast steps into
such surfaces before depositing embankment material.
No matter how the grading of an
earth road may be accomplished It
usually is economical to bring the road
surface to Its final shape by means of
a grading machine. In making excavations It is dbt generally considered
practicable to form the crown and side
ditches with scrapers or hand tools
alone, and the cross section is, therefore, frequently left approximately flat.
The grading machine Is then used, in
the manner already described, to produce the required cross section.
After the road has been finished with
the grading machine, it should be given
frequent attention until the embankments have finished settling and the
surface has become thoroughly compacted by the action of traffic. Usually
a period of several months should
elapse after a road Is graded before It
Is considered complete, and such settlements and Irregularities as develop
during this period should be corrected
by the use of either a grading machine
or a road drag.
Construction Costs.
Aside from drainage structures, the
principal item of cost attached to the

construction of an earth road is for the
grading. The cost of grading varies
greatly, according to the condition ot
the weather, the nature of the material
to be excavated, the efficiency of labor,
teams and machinery, etc., and seldom
can be estimated in advance with any
great degree of accuracy. On this account average costs based on past ex
perlence may be very misleading whel
applied to a particular project.
The first step In estimating the cost
of grading a given road Is to ascertain
the quantities of work to be done. After
the quantities have been determined
the cost may be estimated in either oí
two ways. First, the organization for
carrying on the work may be planned
In detail and the estimate arrived at
by considering the cost of maintaining
such an organization, together with the
rate at which it may reasonably be expected to accomplish the work. Second, the cost per cubic yard for excavation and the cost per mile for
shaping the roadway may be estimated
at flat rates. The first method is the
most accurate, though the latter Is the
one employed most frequently.
AVOID

FEED WHILE

Operation Can
Comfortably

MILKING

Be Performed Mora
If Cows Are Not

Trying to Devour Food.
Cows will stand more quietly and
the milking can be done more comfortably If the cows are not trying to
eat while they are being milked. Feeding at milklsg time may also add duHt
and other impurities to the milk.
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Santa Fe, N. M., Aug. 6 Applicfor state aid. in rural school
building, under the state law provid
ing such aid for financially weak districts, are now on file in the State Department of Education from large
numbers of school districts in twenty
of the twenty-eigcounties In New
Mexico. The total amount of the aid
asked for in these applications iá $18,-45The Department of Education
has examined these applications carefully and has approved them all for
payment. The payments however are
delayed, and must be delayed for some
time to come not by the Department
of Education, whose records show that
there Í3, or should be ample money in
the State Aid fund to pay all these applications, but becuu3e the money is
not in the fund to pay them, and because the state auditor cannot issue
warrants covering the applications until the money is there. This money
ha3 been spent for other state purposes under enactments of the legislature, which, no matter what their
constitutional status may be, Jiave
been effective orders on the state treas
ury which could not be denied by the
state's disbursing officers.
"No cne knows better than we in
this department the great need for
state aid in school building in many
districts," said Mr. Wagner, ' and because the failure of these districts to
receive the state aid funds for which
they havo properly ap'plied may lead
to a misunderstanding as to the cause
of the delay, we feel that a statement
of the situation is necessary. In 190!
our legislature passed a la-- . under
which the residue from the current
school funds each year 3 converted
into a separate fund for the use of
the department of education in supplying- state aid for weak school districts; to the end that every school
district may have' the equipment and
the school term guaranteed in the enabling act and constitution.
"The wisdom of this law is generally agreed upon. The fund for its
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"KENTUCKY"

This cation, under God, shall
bave new bifth of freedom,
and that government of the
people, by the people, for tha
people, shall not perish from
the earth. Lincoln.
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GOD

BLESS HER!
'

If anyone attempts to haul down
the American flag, choet him on the
pot John A. Dix.

Disc Harrow Drill

Attachments
DISC HARROWS

UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Mr. and Mrs.' A. B. Hail receivMeets each Sunday at 10, A. M
ed word of the death of his
Christian Churcn.
at
Your
mother July 29th, Many friends presence is necessary.
extend sympathy to them in
Rev. G. B. Hall, Supt
their hour of trial.

Miss Erma Hill returned home
from Summer School at Vegas
last Saturday Aug. 4th. We feel
sure Miss Erma is glad to be
home after eight weejis hard
work in school.
Mr. C. F. Stanley is running
the pump station now for a short
time while Mr. Porter takes a va

V. P. S. C.
R. C

E.

President

. GRUNIG,

mllian Gkinkr,

Miss

Sec'y.

Meets at the Christian Church,
Roty, N. M every Sunday even-

ing at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.
CHR-ISTIA-

cation.

R0Y

Services 2d Sunday of each
Miss Bertha Kinehart will re
turn home from Clayton soon, all month at 11 a. m. 8,00 PM.
4th Sunday of each month at
will be dad to welcome her
a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
11.00
home.
Communion service at the mornSeveral of our boys nave re ing service.
ceived notice to appear in Mora
PLEASANT VIEW
Aug. 9th for medical examinaFirst Sunday each Month at 3,
tion.
p.m.
3
FOR SALE or TRADE:
colts 2 years old and 1 brood
mare. Will trade for work team
mules or horses.
Andrew Kempa,
Roy, N. Mex.
T 2 pd
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best interests of our country in war,
I can loan you money on your
the machinery of the Eolective draft
final receipt as easy as on your
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Church Directory

'

MILLS

3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.
O. W. Hearn," Pastor.

CATHOLIC
Mass once each month at the
Catholic Church. Dates announced in advance.
Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest in charge,'
,
.
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SINGLE and DOUBLE

p

--

Disc Plows

Call and Get Our Prices

Methodist Episcopal Church
SERVICES ON ROY CIRCUIT
1st & 3d

Sundajt at

7.30 P. M

BAPTIST
Second Sunday in each month.
Service? 11, A. M., 7.30, P. M.

--

LODGE DIRECTORY
0

Goodman's
"Z3

F

--

--

Stock Market

'5

ttis-facto- ry

ais
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I. O. O. F.
HOMESTEAD LODGE 4G
Meets at its own Hall'
Erery Wednesday

Evening
Visiting Brothers always
R. C. Grunig,
Wm. G. Johnson Sec'y.

HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
r
Evening each month
L O. O. F. Hall
Grace W. Gibbs
N. G.
Grace V. Ogden Secy.
.

-

Visiting Sisters welcome

,

WIDlMANN'S

Pure
UNSWEETENED
EVAPORATED

Goat. Milk

$3,000,-000,00-

'

NxG.

Rebekah Degree

Pi-oof-

ni

wel-

come.

--

,

r--

Thd Incomparable Baby Food
The Perfect Food

for Invalids

Works woodrrs in storing beallh to tlboM j
nr ilmronl
uflmn tiith tuberculoi
trnibfcs.

PoMlively

st mualile

ilvcthprutfcaa

malnutrition.
AT LEADING DRUCQIST
.X
Put ii nr in llwi. Tint

WIDEMAÑN
Phjiiwdi'

feOAT

BiJ.

MÍLK CC
bn tranche

Cmi,

rail-Toa-

ut

J. B. LUSK
Attorney

at Law

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all Business Entrusted
to me
ROY

NEW MEXICO

? SELLING OUT?
Then you will have a
PUBLIC

SALE.

I

Mac-cabe-

11

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats - -

Col F. O. WHITE
His address is MILLS N.
You can have SALE ElLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office. Roy,
New Mexico.
Spanish-America-

'

--

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

Going Fishing? They have
fishin' tackle to sell at the Fair-vie-

TRUE SERVICE
To the Farmer

w

Pharmacy.

cns

r
K&fS

I III I
I III I
inn

v.

'ZzszssP

r.i

M

C III I
ni i

i

THE UNIVERSAL CAR

T

ike other business men, the farmer requi-"re- s
Credit that is economical, .convenient
and S A F E f or him as well as devoid of
Such scarce we extend to the f.trmer
today as in the past. Our Rates and Terms are
the most reasonable,
We offer every accommodation within the range of Sound Banking.
For many reasons it pays the farmer to stick
to our Reputable, Confidential and Experienced

oy

red-tap- e.

time.
U

ROY,

.

Months or longer.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION

HOLSTEIN MILK COWS- :- for
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
sale, fresh - Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
W. II. GUTHMAN,
August 3, 1917
Roy, Ni M.
Notice is hereby given that Edward

New Mex.

NEW MEX.
Marshall Barlow went to Roy
Saturday to make final proof on

(Near the Colfax County line)

his lánd.

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY
Tho Roy Drug Store

Mrs. S. H. White is visiting
The Ice Cream social to be giv- Mrs. Jess Davenport in Roy this
en Aug. 11th. is put off until week.
some future date.
Mr. and Mrs. Fox of New York
are visiting Mrs. Eox's father
and mother, Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Mathewson for a few weeks.

Oklahoma.

'

Misses Ruby Everett and Ruth
Robertson visited Miss Bearnice
Spencsr Sunday afternoon.
Mr3. Hope

Mathewson came
home Saturday after an extended visit in Wyoming.

of Springer, N. M.. will be in
Roy

Notice

Eastman Kodaks and Supplies

i

Perfumes and Toilet Articles

-

Again Soon
Southwestern Hotel

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.

to attend the Dental needs of
this community.
Summer Complaint

C. Ü.

Strono.

County Treasurer

Tr.M J.

Tat lob. jr.. Absrlacto

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

Bachelor's Advantages.
A bachelor Is known by the company he keeps out of.
Io Is not
likely to be eo lonesome as a married num. And then nsniu when he
falls 111 he can select the kind of a
trained nurse thut he wants to' wait
upon him, whereas the married man
has to put up with the kind of a nurse
his wife selecta for him. "The Bachelor," In L'.ie.
A

Mora, New Mexico
Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.
to Lands in the Mora Grant are being!
.straightened out and we are also prepared)
to furnish Abstracta on these Lands.

Titles

WE HAVE

A

All Matters

REAL ESTATE AND .INSURANCE DEPARTMENT
entrutfvl to in rtlnritehed with Promptness and Accurcy .

During the weather of the summer
months some member of almost every
family is likely to be troubled with an
unnatural looseness of the bowels, and
it is of the greetest importance that
this be trfated promptly, which can
only be done when the medicine is,
kept at hand. Mrs. F. F. Scott, Scott
ville, N. Y.,
first used Chamber
ain's Colic and Diarrhoea Remedy hs
mui'h as live years ago. At that time
I had a severe attack of summer com
plaint and was suffering intense pain.
One dose relieved me. Other member
of my family have since used it with
like results."

"I

He Joined In Anyway.

The Southwestern
Hotel
'

Ted went to Sunday school for the
irst time. When he returned his

Roy Telephone Co.

nother

asked how he lilted It. ''It
tvas pretty good, but I couldn't make
nut what they were Kinging," he replied. "Then you didn't sing?" his
mother nsUed. "Oh, yes, I did. 1 just
wng 'Put on Your Old Gray Boa- -

Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's

í

Office and Exchange,

Now under Management of

J.F.ARNETT

Connects with

Refitted and Refurnished thruout

LONG-DISTANC-

ROY, N. M.

act.'",,.

PHONE at Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
and intermediate points.
Lines conRoy City Exchange,
nected.
Efficient Service- -

Rooms 50c, 75c & $1.00

Rural-Communi-

MEALS Served at
The Home Restaurant

ty

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

Short Orders

Management of

Prop'r.

.t.HoF

CHIROPRACTOR
(Pronounced
ClliROrR.vCTOn

you have not, now is your opportunity to investigate and find out its method of curing disease
without medicine or suigery.
Tf

Office in the G. Kitchell Block,
Office Hours
9 to 12
l.WtoB

FOR PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office Clayton

New Mexico.

July 19, 1917
NOTICE is hereby given that Joshua
J. Jackson of Roy New Mexico,
Who on Nov. 'ti 1912. made H. E. No.
0152-1for
Sec. 12
SFiSec. 11 T p21N Rng 27 K N.M. P.
Meridian, has filed notice of intention
to make Three Year Proof, to establish claim to the land above described
before F. H. Foster, U. S. Com. at his
J,

SJ-N-

office in Roy.New Mexico, on
8th day of Sept. 1917

,t

Claimant names as witnesses:
W. Wocdward
Albert A. Himea
H. Mitchell
J. B. Woodward
All of Rcy New Mexico.
PAZ VALVERDE,

J.
J.

5

Register

n

tc.hIs.on Globe.

one-fourt-

Roy,

Register

Eottlid Teara,
NOTICE Fun PUBLICATION
In Persia tears are thought to be n
iemedy for certain chronic diseases. Department of the Interior U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mex
They rre collected In sponges at times
of sorrow and kept In bottles by the
July 12 1917
priests. The antiquity of the super-tltloNotice is hereby given that
Is attested by the mention of William T Coliliron
of Roy, N. M. who
ho custom in the Old Testament, on Aug.
9, 1913 aid Adil Jan 13, 1915
alms 50:8.
made H. E. & Add'l Nos. 01G2:3, 019I8.S
for N
and Nwi; Sec. 25 and
Didn't Appeal to Him.
24 Twp 20.W Rng 27E. N. M.
Sec
Thomas had some money "burning
hole In his pocket," but was not cer- P Meridian, has filed notice of intentain what to buy with it. The atten- tion to make three Year Proof, to
tive clerk at the
store brought establish claim to the land above
,iu t some guy toy watches for his indesciibed before F. II I'osttr, UJ
spection.
"Put I don't want n watch Comr. at Roy, New Mexico, on

riave Abiding Faith.
There nro also those who, when they
eliove tinythln.sr, d.wi't rare whether
ie.v kno-.nnyihlng about it or not.

Is on a basis of WsiNESS ai well us of educational efficiency. For
some time Regents of tho University have had under consideration
the throe months of summer vacation,
of every year, during
which time the large and growing University plant has been idle and
rot performing its function for the state. They recognized that a
private business. enterprise could riot be idle
of every year
and maintain full efficiency.

R

Have you taken advantage cf a
being in your neighborhood?

NOTICE

8

21'3.

AT ALBUQUERQUE

R

D

PAZ VALVERDE,

8'5

7--

MMlV-'1''-

Hint just goes when I do," s:i!d he, to
the amusement of his follow custom

THE UNIVERSITY
OF NE
EXICO
A

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton. New Mexico,
July 19, 1917
Notice is hereby given that Samuel
Quintana of De Haven, N. M. who on
Sept. 6 1912 made H E No. 015219 for
Lots 1,2,3,4 Sec 6 Twp 21N. Rng 30 E.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
intention to make Five Year proof to
establish claim to the land described,
before F II Foster U S Com'r at
Roy, N.N. on theftth davof Sept, 1917
Claimant names as witnesses:
Gatiriel Martinet
Luis Romero
Felix Quintana
Luis Martinez
All of De Haven New Mexico.

SJ-S-

Roy, New Mexico
Regular Meals
J.F.ARNETT

V

'

NOTICE F0K PUBLICATION.

-- Dentist

Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

I have been promising my paThe party at Mr, Bauler's was trons for some time that I would
well attended. Everybody had a prepare myself to fit glasses.
great time.
I wish to notify them that we
are now prepared to test the
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Howell eyes and fit glasses at the Plum-le- e
spent Sunday with L. V, Hogan
Hospital.
and family.
Respectfully,
C. PLUMLEE.
Mr. Earl Hummel is at home

for a few days from work in

Dr. H. S. Murdoch,

Elfect of Philosophy.
Philosophy should make oae humble,
lot proud.

O

Hubler, of Mosquero, N. M., who on
February 12, 1914, made Homestead
application Serial No. 017478, for the
XV b NWU; NV4 SWVi, Sec. 1, Twp.
18N., Rng 28E.. N M P Meridian, has
filed notice of intention 'to make Final
Three year proof to establish claim
to the land above described, before W.
H. Willcox, U. S. Commissioner at his
office at Roy, N.. M., on the 13th day
of September, 1917.
room house
FOR SALE:-T- wo
Claimant names as witnesses:
on my land two mile3 North
Albert H. McGlothlin, William T.
West of Solano.
Lofton, Curtis N. Skinner, Thomas M.
Longley, all of Mosquero, N. M.
Address Martha Frank.
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
San Angelo, Texas.

Chronic Constipation
It isTby no means an easy matter to
cure this disease, but it can be done in
most instances by taking Chamberlains
Tablets and complying with the plain
printed directions that accompany each
package,

ROY TRUST & SAVINGS
B AN K
Mountain View

J. L. Hayes Real Estate Co.

GASOLINE ST A.

Davenport Bro's, Proprietor.

We Pay 4 per cent on Time Deposits
for Three Months - 5 percent for Six

I

Plenty of mony to loan on
real estate. 9 percent long

Xpolonio Arguello, Manuel Lucero,
Faustin Hernandez, AJfonso C. da
Daca, nil of Gallegos, N. M.
PAZ VALVE RDE, .Register.

Claimant names as witnesses:

At Reasonable Rates.
Expert Mechanic

Nicolas

For further information, write
Trementina, N. M.

E. B. Cropp

Cars Housed and Cared for

Repair Work

that

tion to make Three-yea- r
final Proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H. Willcox, U. S.
Commissioner at his office at Roy, N.
M., on the 15th day of September, 1917,

and LIVERY

Loan Service.

ROY,

Notice is hereby given

FOR SALE- ;- My ranch farm Herrera of Gallegos, New Mexico, who
2,000 acres of Patented land 1,000 on July 27, 1914, made Homestead apacres of leased land, the best plication Serial No. 018183, for the
SWH NE',4; NWU SE',4; E
SE4
watered place in this County.
Section 17, Twp 17N. Rng 30E. N. M.
I want to sell by the first of P. Meridian, has filed notice of intenSept. 1917.

e

G-ára-

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
August 3, 1917

N.M.

Our entry into the war brought emergency demands upon tho
University. Two courses were, open to the management. Ono permitted war conditions to render the University less efficient. The
other made of thoso conditions tho opportunity to increase tho University's power and scope for service. The University management
chose the latter course, with this result:
Instead of opening In August for the usual
period, the University will open on Monday, October 1, and
will continue in full operation throughout autumn, winter, spring and
summer, for forty-eigh- t
weeks. This is tho first great step in adapting tho University of Nov Mexico to tho new war basis of increased
efficiency in educational service.
,v
If you have need or desire for education, this now working schedule of your State University means economy of money, time and
effort for you. Write today for complete information about the way;i
la which this new schedule will be of direct service and value to YOU.
Address David R. Boyd, President, Albuquerque, N. M.

nine-month- s'

Aug.

All of Roy New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDS
3

llegistei.

NOTICE fOR PUBLICATION
Stomach and Liver Troubles
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
No end cf misery and actual SufferOffice at Clayton, New Mex, '
ing 3 caused by disorders of the stomJu y 12, 1917.
ach and liver, an I msy bo avoided by
Notice is hereby given th:t Frank
the use of Chamberlain's Tablets.
J Lultasek of Roy N. M. whi on Mar
Give them a tiial. Tbey only cost a 27, 1914 'made It. 10. No. 017647 foe
quarter.
NV'i &SWJ, S25 T. 21N, R.28 E,N.i
P Meridian, iixis iilud no:iee of intention to make Three Year I Yoof. toestab
Getting Contsritmont.
I've been a great dejtl happier since lish claim to the land above described
liare given up thinking about what before F.1I. Fosti-- U. S. Conimisioner
at his ollice in Roy, New Mexico, on
s easy mid pleasant, and lmfrig
because I couldn't have my Aug 22, 1917
nvn will. Our life Is determined for
Claimant names as witnesses:
is, iiiid it makes the mind very free
George S Wortr.an Levi A Brown,
vheu wo give up wishing and only
Harry II Wortman Claude H Hand
':!nl: of bearing what Is laid upon us
All of Roy New Mexico
nd doing what Is given us to do.
PAZ VALVERDE,
lecrgo Eliot.
Register
3

Ma

1, 1917

Claimant names as witnesses:
A S Hoskins
F N Coldiron
R G Cambrel
Frank Ileiman

y; o

i.

THE 8PANI8H AMERICAN.

HEART

long-winde-

REX BEACrt

g.

4uthorof"TheSpoilers,""The Iron Trail"
"The Stiver Horde," Etc.

BY

HER

BAND

18

ACCUSED
HUS-

DRUNKEN
OF

WITH

FRIENDLY
STATE

TOO

BEING

THE

RANGER.

Mrs. Alalre Austin, a band-somyoung mataon, mistress of
Las Palmas ranch, gets lost In
e

the Texas desert and after an
struggle wanders Into
the little camp of David Law,
a range officer hunting a Mexican murderer.
Circumstances
force her to stay there overnight and all the next day. Law
catches his man and kills another, then escorts her home.
all-da- y

CHAPTER IV.

solitary Utate, presiding over an empty
table. Tonight, Ed was at home. It
wan with a grave preoccupation that
slio made herself ready to meet him.
In the dining room, Ed acknowledged his wife's entrance with a careless nod, but did DOt trouble to remove his hands from his pockets. As
he seated himself heavily at the table
and with unstendy fingers shook the
folds from his napkin, he said :
"You stayed longer thnn you Intendyou were gone three days,
ed. Um-weren't you?"
"Four days," Alalre told him, realizing with a little Inward start how
very far apart she and Ed had drifted.
She looked at him curiously for an
wondering if he really could be
her husband, or If he were not some
peculiarly disagreeable stranger.
Ed had been a handsome boy, but he
was growing fat from drink and soft
from Idleness; his face was too full,
his eyes too sluggish; there was an
unhealthy redness in hts cheeks. In
contrast to his wife's
dress, he was unkempt unshaven and
soiled.
His preparations for dinner
this evening had been characteristically
simple; he hod drunk three dry cocktails and flung his sombrero Into a corner.
'Tve been busy while you were
gone," he announced. "Been down to
the pump house every day laying that
new Intake. It was a nasty Job, too.
I had Morales barbecue a cabrito for
my lunch, and It was good, but I'm
hungry again." Austin attacked his
meal with an enthusiasm strange in
him. He was a heavy and a constant
drinker at all times. What little exercise he took was upon the back of a
horse, and, as no one knew better than
his wife, the physical powers he once
had were rapidly deteriorating.
By and by be Inquired, vaguely:
"Let's see. . . . Where did you go
this time?"
"I went up to look over the Ygnaclo
tract."
"Oh, yes. Think you'll lease it?"
"I don't know. I must find some
place for those La Feria cattle."
Austin shook his head. "Better leave
'em where they are, until the rebels
take that country. I stand mighty well
with them."
That's the trouble," Alalre told
him. "Yon stand too well so well
that I want to get my stock out of
federal territory as soon as possible."
Ed shrugged carelessly. "Suit yourself ; they're your cows."
The meal went on with a desultory
flow of small talk, during which the
husband Indulged hts thirst freely.
Alalre told him about the accident
to her horse and the unpleasant ordeal
she had suffered in the mesquite.
"Lucky you found somebody at the
water hole," Ed commented.
"Who
was this ranger? Never heard of the
fellow," he commented on the name.
"The rangers are nothing like they
used to be."
"This fellow would do credit to any
organization." As Alalre described
how expeditiously Law had made his
semi-form-

At Las Palmas.
the lower counties of
Although
southwest Texas are flat and badly
watered, they possess a rich soil. They
are favored, too, by a kindly climate,
subtroplc In It mildness. The Rio
Grande, Jaundiced, erratic as an Invalid, wrings Its saffron blood from the
clay bluffs and gravel canyons of the
hill country, but near Its estuary winds
quietly through a low coastal plain
which the very Impurities of that blood
have rlchened. Here the river's banks
are smothered In thickets of huisache,
ebony, mosquito, oak and alamo.
Railroads are so scarce along this
division of the border that to travel
from Brownsville north along the In- .. .
t
octcim
leniauouui IIuue uue musí, 4iur nMnHl
hundred miles, avail oneself of horses,
mules or motorcars, since rail transportation Is almost lacking. And on his
way the traveler will traverse whole
counties where the houses are jacals,
where English Is a foreign tongue, and
where peons plow their fields with
crooked sticks as did the ancient
ft

1

Egyptians.
That part of the state which lies
below the Nueces river was for a time
disputed territory, and long after Tex-an- s
had given their lives to drive the
eagle of Mexico across the Rio Grande
much of It remained a forbidden land.
Even today It Is alien. It Is a part of
our Southland, but a South different
to any otl.er that we have. Within it
there are 40 blacks, and yet the whites
number but one In twenty. The rest
men who
are swarthy,
speak the Spanish tongue and whose
citizenship Is mostly a matter of form.
' The stockmen, pushing ahead of the
nesters and the tillers of the soli, were
the first to lnvlfie the lower Rio
Grajde, and among these "Old Ed"
Austin was a pioneer. Like the other
cattle barons, he was hungry for land
and took it where or how he could.
Those were crude old days; the pioneers who pushed their herds Into the
far pastures were lawless fellows, ruthless, acquisitive, mastered by the
urge for acres and still
more acres.
As other ranches grew under the
ands of such unregenerate owners, so
also under "Old Ed" Austin's management did Las Palmas Increase and
prosper.
It comprised an expanse of
black-haire-

d

empire-

-builder's

rich river-lanbacked by miles of
range where "Box A" cattle lived and
bred. In his later years when the old
man hnnded Las Palmas to his son,
"Young Ed," as a wedding gift, the
ranch was known far and wide for Its
size and richness.
Las Palmas had
changed greatly since Austin, senior,
painfully scrawled his slanting signature to the deed. It was a different
ranch now to what the old man had
known; Indeed, It was doubtful If he
would have recognized It, for even the
house was new.
Alalre bad some such thought In
mind as she rode up to the gate on
the afternoon following her departure
from the water hole, and she felt a
thrill of pride at the acres of sprouting
oro, the dense green field of alfalfa
to nicely fitted between their fences.
They were like clean, green squares of
matting spread for the feet of summer.
A Mexican boy came running to care
for her horse, a Mexican woman greeted her as she entered the wide, cool
hall and went to her room. Dolores
fixed a bath and laid out clean clothes
with a running accompaniment of chatter concerned with household affairs.
She was a great gossip, and possessed
sueji a talent for gaining information
that through her husband, Benito, the
range boss, she was able to keep her
mistress In fairly Intimate touch with
ranch matters.
Alalre, as she leisurely dressed- herself, acknowledged that It was good to
feel the physical comforts of her own
house, even though her homecoming
lave her no especial Joy. She made It
d

"Who Was This Ranger?"

anvst and handled

his man, her husband showed interest.
"Nicolas Anto, eh?" said he. "Who
was his companero?"
"Panfilo Sanchez."
Ed started. "That's strange! They
must have met accidentally."
Why did
"So they both declared.
you let Panfilo go?"
"We didn't need him here, and he
Ed
was too good a man to lose,
found his wife's eyes fixed upon him,
religious practice to dress for dinner, and dropped his own. "I knew you
regardless of Ed's presence, though were
at La Feria." There
ften for weeks at a time she sat in was an Interval of silence, then Ed

so"

short-hande-

d
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SUNSET
AUSTIN

look-

ing at?"
"I wondered what you'd say."
"Eh? Can't I fire a man without
d
explanation? .lust because
I've let you run things to suit you-

oftho

MRS.

As for him, he was captivated by thU
splendid, handsome girl, whom be remembered only as a shy,
little comrade.
As Lns Palmos had been the elder
Austin's wedding gift to his son, so
rself"
Alalre's dowry from her father had
"Waltl We had our understanding" been La Feria, a grant of Innds ncrosa
Alalre'a voice was low and vibrant, the Ulo Grande beyond the twenty-leagu- e
"It wns my pnymcnt for living with
belt by which Mexico fatuously
you, and you know It. You gave me strives to guard her border. And to
the reins to Lus Palmas so that I
Las Palmas had come the bride and
have something to do, something to groop to live, to love and to renr their
live for and think about, except your children.
actions. The ranch has doubled in
But rarely has there been a shorter
value, every penny Is accounted for, honeymoon, seldom a swifter nwnken-Inand you have more money to spend
Within six months "Young Ed"
on yourself than ever before. You have had killed his wife's love and hnd himno reason to complain."
self become an alcoholic. Other vices
Austin crushed hts napkin into u ball so multiplied that what few virtues
and flung It from him; with a scowl the young man hod Inherited were
he shoved himself back from the table. soon choked. To the bride the truth
"It was an Idiotic arrangement, Just had come os a stunning tragedy. The
tho snrae. I agreed because I was sick. wreck of her hopes nnd glad ImaginDad thought I was all shot to pieces. ings left her sick, bewildered, to the
But I'm all right now and able to run face of "the thing that couldn't."
my own business."
Nor hnd the effect of this transfor"Nevertheless, it was a bargain, anil mation in "Young Ed" been any less
It will stand. If your father were alive painful to his father. When the truth
he'd make you live up to It."
"You talk as If I were a child,"
shouted her husband; and his plump
face was apoplectic with rage. f'Thc
title Is in my name. How could he
make me do anything?"
"Nobody could force you," his wife
said, quietly. "You are still enough of
a man to keep your word, I believe, so
long as I observe my part of oar barexclaimed, testily, "Wtmt are you

d

gain?"
Ed, slightly mollified, agreed. "Of
course I am; I never welched. But
I won't be treated as an Incompetent,
and I'm tired of these eternal wrangles
and Jangles."
"You have welched."
"Eh?" Austin frowned belligerently.
"You agreed to go away when you
felt your appetite coming on, and you
promised to Uve clean, at least around

NEW GERMAN

CHANCELLOR

Dr. Georg E. Mlchaells, successor
to Yon Bethmann-Hollweas the imperial German chancellor, was little
known to the public outside of Germany until his appointment last February as special commissioner on food
questions with the rank of minister.
The son of a Prussian official,
he was born on September 8, 1857, in
Hnynan, Silesia.
He received a university education, making the law his
profession. In 1879 he became a court
referee in Berlin, and In 1884 was attached to the district attorney's office
In that city. Several years later he
went as professor of law and political
economy to the University of Tokyo.
Returning to Germany in 1889, he
was chosen district attorney for Berlin. His services won much praise and
he was afterward sent by the government as an official In the provisional
government at Trevas, Germany. In
1897 he was transferred to Westphalia,
where he was chief councillor for the government there. In 1900 he was
made provisional president at Llennltx and In, 1902 first privy councillor In
Breslau. His work there won him an appointment as under secretary of
state In the department of finance, which post he still held in connection with
his work as food commissioner.
Chancellor Mlchaells Is a conservative, favoring direct and equal suffrage,
but has never taken an active part in politics.
g

home."

"Well?"
Alalre went on In a lifeless tone that
covered the seething emotions within
her. "I never Inquire into your actions
at San Antonio or other large cities,
although of course I have ears and I
can't help hearing about them; but
these border towns are home to us,
and people know me. I won't be humiliated more than I am ; public pity is
hard enough to bear. I've about
reached the breaking point"
"Indeed?" Austin leaned forward,
his eyes inflamed. His tone was raised,
heedless of possible eavesdroppers.
"Then why don't you end It? Why
don't you divorce me? I never see
anything of you. You have your part
of the house and I have mine; all we
share in common Is meal hours, and
and a mall address."
Alalre turned upon blm eyes dark
with misery. "You know why I don't
divorce you. No, Ed, we're going to
Uve out our agreement, and these
Brownsville
episodes are going to
cease."
Her Hps whitened. "So ate
your visits to the pumping station."
"What do you mean by that?"
"You transferred Panfilo because he
was growing Jealous of you and Rosa."
Ed burst Into sudden laughter.
"There's no harm In a little flirtation.
Rosa's a pretty girl."
His wife uttered a breathless,
smothered exclamation; her hands, as
they lay on the table cloth, were tightly clenched.
"She's your tenant almost your servant What kind of a
man are you? Haven't you any decency

leftr

ACTIVE IN RED CROSS WORK

She Rose and Faced Her Husband.
was borne In upon him unmistakably,
remained firm In her
and the
refusal to divorce her husband, the understanding had been reached by
which the management of Las Palmas
was placed absolutely in her hands.
Of course the truth became public,
as it always does. "Young Ed" Austin's life became a scorn and a hissing
among his neighbors. They were not
unduly fastidious, these neighbors, and
they knew that hot blood requires more
than a generation to cool, but everything Ed did outraged them. In trying
to show their sympathy for his wife
they succeeded In wounding her more
deeply, and Alalre withdrew Into herself. She had changed. The alteration
reached to the very bone and marrow
of her being. At first the general pity
had wounded her, then It had offended,
and finally angered her. That people
should notice her affliction, particularly when she strove so desperately
to hide it seemed the height of insogirl-wif-

.

Ed's marriage to Alalre had been Inevitable. They had been playmates,
and their parents had considered the
union a consummation of their own
lifelong friendship. Upon her mother's
death Alalre had been sent abroad, and
there she remained while "Young Ed"
attended an eastern college. For any
child the experience would have been
a lonesome one, and through It the
motherless Texas girl had grown into
an imaginative, sentimental person, live
world, peopled,
ing in a
for the most part, with the
figures of romance and
fiction. There were, of course, (tome
few
heroes among the
rest, and of these the finest and the
noblest had been "Young Ed" Austin.
When she came home to marry,
Alalre was still very much of a child,
and she still considered Ed her knight
make-believ-

d
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Spanish-America-

'

lence.

The management of Las Palmas was
almost her only relief. Having sprung
from a family of ranchers, the work
came easy, and she grew to like it as
well as she could like anything with
pain In her breast
that
Las Palmas had prospered to admiration, and La Feria would have prospered equally had It not been for the
armed unrest of the country across the
border. No finer stock than the "Box
A" was to be found anywhere. But
Alalre had not confined her efforts to
cattle; she had improved the breed of
"Box A" horses, too, and hand In hand
with this work she hnd carried on a
series of agricultural experiments. For
Instance, she had started a grove of
ever-prese-

"Say ! Go easy I guess I'm no different to most men." Austin's unpleasant laughter had been succeeded by a
still more unpleasant scowl. "I have
to do something.
It's dead enough
around here "
"You must stop going there."
"Humph! I notice you go where
you please. Rosa and I never spent a
night together In the chaparral "
"Ed !" Alalre's exclamation was like
the snap of a whip. She rose and
faced her husband, quivering as If the
lash had stung her flesh.
"That went home, eh? Well, I'm no
fool I've seen something of the world,
and I've found that women are about
like men. I'd like to have a look at this
David Law, this gunman, this Handsome Harry who waits at water holes
for ladles In distress." Ed Ignored his
wife's outflung hand, and continued,
mockingly:
"I'll bet he's all that's
manly and splendid, everything that
I'm not."
"You'd better stop," gasped the
woman.
"I can't stand everything."
"So? Well, neither can I."
"After this, I think you'd better
go to San Antonio. Maybe I'll forget
before you come back."
To this "Young Ed" agreed quickly
enough. "Good !" said he. "That suits
me. I'll at least get a little peace at
my club." He glowered after his wife
as she left the room. Then, still scowling, he lurched out to the gallery
where the breeze was blowing, and
flung himself Into a chair.

When it was felt that the Red
Cross needed an advance agent In Europe, someone to break the ground for
the routine handling of the wounded
and their nursing, and to prepare a
skeleton force for the equally great
relief In the
task of
devested districts, rebuilding towns,
and reviving industries, they looked
around for someone with present big
tfflsflfli Bofe
financial affiliations and previous big
business experience. And such a one
Murphy
they found in Grayson M.-at the senior vice president's desk of
the Guaranty Trust company. He had
had experience in general business
from art metal construction to woolen
worsteds. He was a young man, with
a dynamic personality and a great degree of tact And he had had military
experience. After serving as a volunteer In the First Pennsylvania Infantry
n
war he
during the
entered West Point and graduated in
1903. He did his four years of army service In South America, Panama, Cuba,
and the Philippines. Murphy is now in France, a major on Pershing's staff,
and is probably well engnged In spending the first million cabled over to him;
He won't be back until the close of the war; but, when In residence at New
York he lives in the 'Sixties and has a summer place at Cedarhurst. Town
.
and Country.

paper-shelle- d

pecans, which was soon

due to bear; the runchhouse nnd its
clump of palms was all but hidden by
a forest of strange trees, which were
reported to ripen everything from
mothballs to bicycle tires. Blaze Jones
was perhaps responsible for this report, for Alalre had shown him several thousand eucalyptus saplings and
some ornamental rubber plants.
"That Miz Austin is a money-makipiece of furniture," he once told his
daughter Paloma. "I'm no mechanical
adder I count mostly on my fingers
but her and me calculated the profits
on them eucher
what's their name
trees? and It gave me a spllttin' headache. She'll be a drug queen, sure."
"Why don't you follow her example?" asked Paloma. "We have plenty
of land."
Double complications develop
for Mrs. Austin In quick order.

The next installment describes
her encounter with a Mexican
officer who becomes wild about
her and makes trouble.
(TO BE COBTINUED.)

Real Appreciation.

Ella was arranging her mistress'
hair one afternoon when she mentioned that she had heard Miss Allen
sing in the parlor the evening before.
"How did you like her, Ella?" asked
the mistress.
"Oh, mum," sighed the maid, "It was
grand! She sung Just as if she waa
gargling 1"
The Way.
Bystander "I suppose you would
like to take a ride without worrying
about tires and the like?" Motorist
a puncture) "You bet I
(fixing
would." Bystander "Well, here's a
car ticket" Chaparral

PERSHING'S

"RIGHT HAND MAN"

Lieut. Col. James G. Harbord, chief
of staff, Is the "right hand" of MaJ. Gen.
John J. Pershing In France.
Harbord's first duties as an officer
in the United States army took him to
Cuba, where during the reconstruction
period he served under MaJ. Gen. Leonard Wood, who was one of the first
officers to realize that in
Harbord the army possessed a soldier
Later, In tho
of great possibilities.
Philippine constabulary, under Brig.
Gen. Henry T. Allen and under Col. H.
H. Bandholtz, now chief of staff of the
National Guard division of New York,
he made a record for efficiency. When
he arrived In the Philippines he was a
captain In the Eleventh cavalry, and
his transfer to the constabulary carried
with It the temporary rank of colonel.
As Colonel Harbord he was assigned
to organize the Moro units of the Philippine native forces, In the island of
Mindanao. General Wood was then, as
he had been in Cuba, the executive head under whom Colonel Harbord worked.
The commanding officer of the United States forces In France has duties
so onerous that he will welcome the coming of Colonel Harbord, to whom he
may delegate some of the detail work which otherwise would constitute an
almost unbearable burden, even for the shoulders of so efficient an executive
as General Pershing.
By the officers under him, and the men in the ranks, Colonel Harbord Is
recognized as a friend as he is appreciated as a leader.
high-rankin- g

PROMINENT IN CHINESE POLITICS
come back? An
Can Sun Yat-se- n
American business man, A. Masters
MacDonell, Just back from a four
months' visit to China, during which
he had several conversations with the
president of the
first provisional
Chinese republic, is of the opinion that,
is making no
although Sun Yat-se- n
attempt to become president, events
may easily shape themselves In such a
way as to make his selection necessary, because he Is the strongest available man.
Mr. MacDonell regards Sun Yat-se- n
as perhaps the master mind of
China. In the interview he gives the
substance of what that romantic figure, upon whose head a price totaling
$500,000 has been offered by provisional governments and the central authorities in Peking during the last 20

years, thinks of the present political
upheaval, and the part that he believes
the United States will play in the
Orient. China Is broadly divided Into three political parties, according to Mr.
MacDonelPs analysis. The military, official, and reactionaries compose one,
Which he referred to as the tories. The others are the Kuomintang, or progressive group, and the Chlnputang, a subdivision of the Kuomintang.
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30 POUNDS

GAINS

rhree Ways Applicable In Making
Dried Products.

Tried Every Medicine Recommended But Couldn't Get
-

SHRED OR GUT OTO SLICES

Any Relief.

urn lost hope
Declares 8he Feels Better Now Than
For Many Yeara Since Tanlao
Has Overcome Her Troubles.
"I have actually gained thirty
pounds and I'm feeling stronger and
better than I have In years," said Mrs.
Anna Vullota of 8729 LIpen street,
Denver, Colo., recently.
"For several years," continued Mrs.
Vullota, "I have suffered with my stomach. I got Bo I couldn't eat anything
but what would sour, and the gas
would rise up Into my chest and throat
and almost choke me. I suffered terribly with headaches and was very
weak and nervous. I managed to keep
going by force of will but more than
half of the time I was barely able to
drag myself around. I took every kind
of medicine that was recommended to
me, but kept getting worse until I almost lost hope of finding anything that
would help me.
"Honestly I don't know the time I
ever weighed over a hundred pounds
until I began taking Tanlac. It may
be hard to believe, but It's the truth,
I now weigh one hundred and thirty
pounds having gained thirty pounds
and if anyone could feel like a new
person I do. I irm no longer bilious or
constipated and my awful headaches
are broken up. My appetite is splendid and I can eat anything I want
without it hurting me In the least. My
nerves are quiet now. I sleep soundly every night and as I said before,
I'm feeling stronger and better than
I have In years."
There Is a Tanlac dealer In your
town. Adv.

When Artificial Heat Is to Be Used,
Freshly Cut Fruits and Vegetables Should Be Exposed First
to Gentle Heat
From FARMERS' BULLETIN Ml. United
Btatei Department oí Agriculture.)
Three main ways of drying are ap
plicable In the home manufacture of
dried fruits and vegetables, namely,
sun drying, drying by artificial heat,
and drying by air blast. These, of
course, may be combined. In general,
most fruits or vegetables, to be dried
Quickly, must first be shredded or cut
Into slices, because many are too large
to dry quickly or are covered with a
skin, the purpose of which Is to prevent drying out. When freshly cut
fruits or vegetables are to be dried by
means of artificial heat, they should
be exposed first to gentle heat and
later to the higher temperatures. If
the air appUed at the outset Is of too

high a temperature, the cut surfaces
of the sliced fruits or vegetables become hard, or scorched, covering the
Juicy Interior so that It will not dry
out. Generally it Is not desirable that
the air temperature in drying should
go above 140 degrees to 150 degrees
Fahrenheit, and It is better to keep It
well below this point. Insects and In
sect eggs are killed by exposure to
heat of this temperature.
Degree of Heat
It Is Important to know the degree
of heat In the drier, and this cannot
be determined very accurately except
by using a thermometer. Inexpensive
oven thermometers can be found on
the market, or an ordinary chemical

Quite Happy.

Through the wild way of her
husband, a
charwoman had to remove to a little
cottage, where there was
scarcely space to sneeze without shaking the ornaments from the manteld

"It's hard lines for you to be brought
down like this, after what you've been
accustomed to," said a sympathetic
neighbor. "I don't doubt you feel very
miserable, Mrs. Jones."
"No, I don't," the charwoman stoutly denied. "I'm happier here by a
long way than I used to be in the old
place. For one thing, when my husband comes home in a brute of a temper, he can't throw me down the cellar
steps, as he used to, 'cos there ain't
none nowl" Pearson's Weekly.
Didn't Seem to Be "Free" 8eeds.
An Indiana congressman
recently
made a liberal distribution of free
seeds, sending them to his constituents In franked envelopes on which appeared the regular warning, "Penalty
for private use, $300," says the Indianapolis News. A few days later one of

must be dried uniformly through auu
through.
' It will be found advisable also to
"condition" practically all dried vegetables and fruits. This is best done
In a small way by placing the material In boxes and pouring It from one
box Into another once a day for three
or four days, so as to mix it thoroughly and give to the whole nriss an
even degree of moisture. If the material is found to be too moist, It should
be returned to the drying trays for a
short drying.
Directions for Drying.
Many of the products for which directions are given here may be dried
either with or without preliminary
blanching. In such cases both methods are described. Alternative methods are designated by letters.
8weet Corn.
Only very young and tender corn
should be used for drying, and it
should be prepared at once after gathering.
(a) Cook In boiling water two to
five minutes, long enough to set the
milk. Cut the kernels from the cob

Editor Always the opposite to
what It is at the moment. It's bound
to be the other by the time the articles gets into print
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CARE FOR YOUR SKIN

Mothers Know That

It Clear by Dally Use of
Cutlcura Trial Free.

And Keep

A hot bath with Cutlcura Soap followed by a gentle anointing with Cutlcura Ointment clears the skin or scalp
in most cases of eczemas, rashes and
Itching of children and adults. Make
Cutlcura your every-da- y
toilet preparations and prevent such troubles.
Free sample each by mall with Book.
Address postcard, Cutlcura, Dept L,
Boston.
Sold everywhere.
Adv.
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The Ambitious Bride.
BUI Hello I Ilome from your
eymoon trip already!
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"Oh, yes. My new wlfo seemed rath-
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Red Crees Ba

Blue, much better, goes
farther than liquid blue. Get from any
grocer. Adv.
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Dried Green Peas.

al U

For Infants and Children.

er anxious to get home and try her
cooking on me."

if;,

In Fat Berth.
No Grafton doesn't work at

Towne
all now.
Browne He doesn't? Why, when I
knew him he seemed to be a young
man with considerable push.
Towne All that's changed now. He's
a young man with considerable pull
and doesl't have to work. Catholic
Standard and Times.
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with a sharp knife, taking care not to
cut off pieces of the cob. Spread thinBaking powder causes bread to rise,
ly on trays, and place In position to
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
dry. Stir occasionally until dry.
but gunpowder will raise It quicker.
(b) Boll or steam on the cob eight
to ten minutes to set the milk. To.
Improve flavor a teaspoonful of salt
to a gallon of water may be used.
Drain well and cut corn from cob,
using a very sharp and flexible knife.
Cut grains fine, only half way down
to the cob, and scrape out the remainder of grain, being careful not to
scrape off any of the chaff next to the
cob. Dry from three to four hours at
110 degrees to 145 degrees FahrenTOURING CAR
heit When field corn is used, good,
stage Is the proper
plump roastlng-ea- r
degree of ripeness. A pound of dried
corn per dozen ears Is an average

iimui mbmmt, mtm
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FOR FIVE PEOPLE
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25.9 Miles
Per GaL of Gas

W

234 stock model Saxon "Sixes" travel 70,200 miles July
18 and set grand average of 25.9 miles per gal. of gas
To give a national demonstration
of the remarkable gasoline economy of Saxon "Six", 34 Saxon
dealers joined in a 300 mile drive

pol-lon-

begin with a perfect
food, aay

monarchy?

"Rather short, wasn't It?"

yield.
(c) The corn may be dried in the
sun. Dry in oven ten to fifteen minutes, and finish drying In the sun. Sun
drying, of course, is not satisfactory
in moist weather.
Pack in cartons or boxes for a few
These Potato Strings Have Been
Cooked,
Meat days to "condition."
Passed Through
Lima Beans.
Grinder Used In Ordinary Homes.
Lima beans can be shelled from tht
thermometer can be suspended in the pod and dried. If gathered before madrier. If a thermometer Is not used, turity when young and tender, wast
the greatest care should be given to and blanch from five to ten minutes
the regulation of the heat. The tern Length of time for blanching dependt
perature In the drier rises rather upon size and maturity of beans. Be
quickly and the product may scorch
unless close attention is given. The
reason sun drying Is popularly be
lieved to give fruits and vegetables
a sweeter flavor lies probably In the
fact that In the sun they never are
scorched, whereas In the oven or over
a stove scorching Is likely to occur
unless careful attention Is given them
Drying of certain products can be
completed In some driers within two
or three hours. The time required for
drying vegetables varies. However, It
can be determined easily by a little
experience on the part of the person
doing the drying. The material should
be stirred or turned several times dur
ing the drying In order to secure a

his supporters wrote:
"I don't know what to do about those
garden seeds you sent me. I notice
It Is $300 fine for private use. I don't
want to use them for the public. I
want to plant them In my private garden. I can't afford to pay $300 for the
privilege. Won't you see If you can
fix It so I can use them privately? I
g
am a
citizen, and do not uniform product
The ability to Judge accurately as
want to commit a crime."
to when fruit has reached the proper
condition for removal from drier can
An Apology.
When
be gained only by experience.
"Are you not ashamed to use
sufficiently dried it should be so dry
arrows?
that It is Impossible to press water
"Pm doing the best I can in my limited way," whimpered the savage. "Of out of the freshly cut ends of the
course, poisoned arrows only get 'em pieces, and will not show any of the
natural grain of the fruit on being
one at a time. But we lack the mebroken, and yet not so dry that it will
chanical facilities for wholesale operasnap or crackle. It should be leathery
tions with
and pliable.
Evaporation of Moisture.
Southern states yearly produce
When freshly cut fruits or vege1,450,000 pounds of cottonseed oil.
tables are spread out they Immediate
ly begin to evaporate moisture Into
the air around them, and If In a closed

A Perfect Day
should endas well as

Wise. Precaution.
Visitor When writing about China
do you refer to It as a republic or a

A BIG

hard-workin- g

piece.
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Sliced Beets In Tray, Ready for Drying.
move surface moisture and dry from
three to three and one-hahours al
same temperature as string beans.
lf

Pepper.
(a) Peppers may be dried by splitting on one side, removing seed, drying In the air, and finishing the drying in the drier at 140 degrees Fahrenheit A more satisfactory method Is
to place peppers In biscuit pan In oven
and heat until skin blisters, or to
steam peppers until skin softens, peel,
split In half, take tmt seed, and dry
at 110 degrees to 140 degrees Fahrend
peppers
heit In drying
like the pimento, do not Increase heat
too quickly, but dry slowly and even-

A grand average of 25.9 miles per gallon of gasoline was registered for the
70,200 miles of travel.
Consider that this run took place in 134
different parts of the country, under 234
different sets of conditions, over 234 different kinds of roads.
Consider that these 234 cars were stock
model Saxon "Sixes", not "tuned up"
special cars, not cars with "doped"
gasoline.

That proves that this

miles per

2S.9

gallon of gasoline is the ordinary, the
average performance of 234 Saxon

"Sixes" taken right out of stock.

And it proves as nothing else would
prove, the gasoline economy your Saxon
'Six" will give you. No other. car in
its class can match this record.
Furthermore, these 234 Saxon "Sixes"
averaged 175 miles per quart of oil.
And not a single instance of mechanical
trouble occurred throughout the entire
70,200 miles.

There is the proof that Saxon "Six" is
f. o. b. Detroit,

your kind of a car. Price
$935.

Saxon Motor Car Corporation, Detroit

thlck-fieshe-

ly.

Grape-Nu- ts
with cream.

A crisp, delicious food,
containing the entire

nutriment of whole wheat
and barley, including the
vital mineral elements,
so richly provided by
Nature in these grains.

Every table should
have its daily ration of
Grape-Nuts-

.

"There's a Reason"
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(b) Smnll varieties of red peppers
may be spread in the sun until wilted
and the drying finished In the drier,
or they may be dried entirely In the
Dried Snap Bearrs Which Were Sliced sun.
(c) Peppers often are dried whole.
Before Drying.
If they are large they can be strung
dox will very soon saturate the air on stout thread; if small, the whole
with moisture. This will slow down plant can be hung up to dry.
the rate of drying and lead to the
Spinach and Parsley.
formation of molds. If a current of
Spinach that is in prime condition
dry air Is blown' over them continual- of greens should be prepared by carely, the water In them will evaporate ful washing and removing the leaves
steadily until they are dry and crisp. from the roots. Spread the leaves on
Certain products, especially raspber- trays to dry thoroughly. Slicing will
ries, should not be dried hard, because greatly facilitate drying.
If too much moisture Is removed from
Parsley should be treated in the
them they will not resume their orig same way as Bplnach.
inal form when soaked In water. On
Herbs.
Celery tops, parsley, mint, sage, and
the other hand, the material must be
dried sufficiently or It will not keep, herbs of all kinds need not be
but will mold. Too great stress can- blanched, but should be washed well
not be laid upon this point This does and dried in the sun or in the drier.
Hot mean that the product must be These are good for flavoring soups,
trnkerl or scorched, but simply that it purees, gravies, omelets, etc.

1

Wise Caddie.
Green Colfer (to caddie) What are
you looking there for? I must have
driven It 50 yards farther than that.
Diplomatic
Caddie Yes, sir ; but
sometimes they hit a stone and bounce
back a terrible distance, sir.

The True Word.
Two elderly New York clubmen who
have retired spend much of their time
gazing out upon the Fifth avenue
throngs from their leather rest chairs
at a club lounge window.
Charles B. Towns was seated near
them the other day. A very stunning
woman of middle age passed in a

Her Idea.
Wlfey James, make a little garden handsome turnout
"I wonder how old she Is?" said one.
for me In the back yard.
"Woman is. as old as she looks," was
Hubby Going Into amateur gardenthe reply.
ing?
There was a pause. "And man Is
Wlfey Tes; I get some bird seed
:ind I'm going to try to raise canaries. not old until he quits looking," said

the first and both resuméd their

gaz-

,
The world's normal yield of the six ing.
great cereals ranges from 16,000,000,000
to 19,000,000,000 bushels.
A wise bachelor never tells a girl
she-- Is pretty In the presence of her

When Your Eyes Need Care
Try Murine Eye Remedy
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Book.
DrojiliU or MIL Writ (or Wn
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rival.
Don't talk too much; a stiff upper
jaw Is as useful as a stiff upper Up.
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Is not recommended for
everything; but If you
kidney, liver or
X
IV
bladder trouble It may
be found Just the medicine you need. At
druggists In fifty-ceand dollar sites.
You may receive a aample lice bottle of
this reliable medicine by Parcel Post, al
so pamphlet telling about it.
Address Dr. Kilmer A Co., Blngrhamton,
N. Y., and encloae ten cents, also mention this paper.
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"The House oLSérvice"

emi Animal Clearanc
Sh

ow. Shoes and Slippers 20 X o
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Mens Summer Suits and Odd Pants- -

20

Men's Shirts

Boy's Overalls

of Men's Shirts, regular

One lot

Price $1.50

Men's Necktie
!

A beautiful selection of Mens
Ties to cl loose from.
Regular
Prices 75c

Sale Price

55c

Men's Hats
all mens

hats except Stetsons.

Men's Caps
Regular Price

75c

Boys and Childrens

Hats
All summer hats will be on
Special Sale.
Come and look them over.

10 percent off
On all Suit Except Serges.

Boy's Shirts
35c

'

While they last 20c

Silks
All Summer
be on sale.
now.

percent

20

Stock. It is hot now but will be cool soon so better buy one
AT EXCEPTIONALLY LOW PRICES.

ei

at

A limited supply will be
on sale so come early
A

MONEY-SAVE-

Li.

--

2 lb Can'd Peaches
Regular Price 20 cents
SPECIAL
3 Cans for 45 cents

Two cans for 25 sents

Regular Price 20c.
SPECIAL
3 Cans for ,45c.

Eureka Pears

oy

$.25 aCan
SPECIAL
Cans for 35 cents

Regular1

10 cents a package

a

M
I

9

2

on

JL

'The One Price House"

Thread
A limited supply to be
sold at Six Spools for 25 cts.

V

V--

Oat Meal
5 lb.

Boxes

Special

during Sale
25c a Box.

Mission Blackber
221b Can'd Grapes
ries

10 cts. a Package

rc

and
All at,

oc h

Rolled Oats

1

Kimonos

Underwear

1

"

House Dresses
Special Prices.

Pancake Flour

And will last 30 days if the goods last.

all

Aprons

.

This S al e wm.iseein

off on

Children's Dresses.

WE HAVE A FEW Sweaters for Men, Women and
Children which we will sell now to make room for New Canned Hominy

iioer

Three lots of towels
Special Prices.'

Summer skirts.

Cj

ADVANCE SALE OE SWEATERS

ti

Towels
Silks will
Buy them

Ladies Skirts

GOODS.

Sale Price 55c

AUGUST.

off on all Ladies'
Summer Hats

(

School Suits

Regular Price

3
v

It will pay you to come
to this Sale and lay in
your supply of wants,
even buy MORE than
you need, for prices of
merchandise will not
go down again for several years.
It is our endeavor to
serve the Public in the
best possible way and
we are offering you absolutely NEW Merchandise at low prices to
make room for FALL

Buy them Now

percent off on

1--

Several Lots at Special

Higher

Lay in a Supply!

a

We will give 20

Ladies Hats

Ladies' Shirt Waists

Prices are High
They are going

Ü0c

Sale Price 65c

Sale Price, 95c

of
!

Regular

One Lot of Overalls,

Price

0

1 1

LL

REGULAR PRÍCE
25c

a Can

SALE PRICE
3 Cans for 55 cts.

Jabón Luna Soap
A good white soap
7 Bars for25cts.

y

